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and how committees and task forces work, and to 
encourage anyone who is interested to volunteer when the 
call is issued again next spring. krsistence counts and 
new opportunities arise throughout the year. For 
additional information, please refer to committee charges 
published in the April 1994 issue of the &&@& and 
. Most &y&&c issues in the- 
include a profile of a particular committee. Abbreviated 
charges and other pertinent information are also 
maintained on the NASIG gopher by the Electronic 
Communications Committee. 
NASIG is a relatively young organization and many 
procedures are still being developed. The process was 
more involved than I anticipated, but I thoroughly 
enjoyed the opportunity to work with the Board liaisons 
and chairs and to review thoughtfully prepared voluntecs 
forms from many talented and dedicated members. We 
don't have much documentation about appointments yet. 
The job descriptions for vice president and president 
indicate that the president makes appointments with the 
assistance from the vice president, Board liaisons, chairs 
and members of committees, task forces and working 
groups. The Bylaws indicate two-ycar renewable terms 
of office. renewable once, for members of standing 
committea except for the Nominating Committee. The 
Bylaws note that when a new committee is established, 
half of the initial appointments arc for one year terms. 
The Bylaws also distinguish between standing 
committees and special committees. which may be 
appointed for a spzific pucposc and a specific term by 
the Prcsident with Board spproval. Each commiace, task 
force, or working group has a member of the Executive 
Board assigned as its Board Liaison. The Board Liaison 
communicates with the Board on behalf of the group, 
conveys Board suggestions to the group, and monitors 
and communicates information about the pertinent 
activities other committees. and task foms. Thc Liaison 
helps to keep the group on track with reminders about 
deadlines and other pertinent information and assists the 
chair as needed. The chair is responsible for ensuring 
that the committee fulfills its charge and manages the 
work of the group. Members are responsible for 
participating in  group discussions and performing 
specific assignments in a timely fashion. 
The. committees that follow this "normal" pattern fairly 
closely am Bylaws, Continuing Education, Database and 
Directory. Electronic Communication, Nominations and 
Elections (with the shorter terms previously noted), 
Regional Councils and Membership, and Student Grant. 
Other committees fall under the "special" description. 
. .  
-- The Conference Planning Committee is ordinarily 
appointed for just one year and the chair and some 
members are usually drawn from the earlier Site 
Selection Committee. As the planning cycle lengthens, 
committee terms may expand. Members are generally in 
close geographical proximity to the conference location 
and NASIG non-members may be recruited to provide 
special expertise and to fill out the committee. Members 
are nominatedby the committee chair and appointed by 
the president 
-- The Finance Committee's role is evolving as 
successive Treasurers determine how a committee can 
help them. One suggestion is to allow the Treasurer to 
appoint members in geographic proximity to him or her 
and to determine theii duties. 
-- The Newsletter Editorial Board is often listed with 
committees but is not a true committee. The Newsletrcr 
Editor recruits new members for specific roles and 
recommends appointments to the president. Two-year 
renewable terms apply, but vacancies may occur "out of 
cycle." 
-- The Program Planning Committee membership is also 
for a single year, as skills needed for the conference 
theme change from year to year. Members are 
recommended by the committee chair or cochairs and 
approved by the president. Aptitude, performance and 
interest in the next yeafs theme are considered in making 
reappoinhnents. 
- The proceedings Editors and Indexer work togethex, but 
are not a real committee. A formal search process, 
including announcing the vacancy, soliciting 
applications, and conducting interviews is used to select 
the ditors. At this time, the president appoints the 
indexer, but it is possible the publisher may prefer to 
select an indexer at some point 
-- Professional Liaisons was not a true committee. It 
was previously composed of the liaisons to NASIG 
appointed by other organizations. This year, for the first 
time, the Board Liaison has becn asked to coordinate the 
activities of the individual professional liaisons without 
hying to fit the committee structure. 
-- Site Selection Commiuecs are appointed to evaluate 
possible conference sites two to three years in advance. 
The Board considers member interest in  various 
geographical areas andthcn either approaches members in 
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the area or charges a volunteer with composing a Site 
Selection Committee. More than one committee may be 
charged with examining locations for the same conference 
or for multiple conferences. These committecs function 
like task forces in working in a relatively short time 
frame to perform a specific task. If one of their 
recommended sites is selected, these members often form 
the nucleus of the Conference Planning Committee. 
Several changes to the appointment process were 
implemented during spring 1994. We redesigned the 
committee volunteer form to provide space to list other 
professional activities and special skills and to solicit an 
explanation of interest in specific committees. Return 
was accepted by mail, fax and electronic mail. We 
shifted much of the appointment process from the 
president to the vice president. Cindy Hepfer was a 
wonderful coach and supplied me with invaluable advice 
and a list of liaisons, chairs, and members with terms of 
appointment; the two of us worked closely with newly 
elected vice president Julie Gammon throughout the 
process. In 1995, we'll advance the timetable by several 
months. The form will be printed in the February 
newsletter and appointments will be completed by May 
1st The new roster will be included in the membenhip 
directory and we hope new appointees can make 
conference travel arrangements that allow attendance at 
committee meetings. (Appointments begin immediately 
after the annual conference, but it is recommended that 
new members attend the committee meeting at the 
confermoc.) 
These wen my goals in making appointments: 
1. Achieve balanced membership on each commiaeC: 
librarians and non-librarians, types and sizes of 
institutions, gender, geographical, and veteran and new 
mcmbas. 
2. Match talents and interests of volunteers with 
available vacancies and noads of committees. 
3. Consider opinions of outgoing and incoming Board 
liaison and outgoing and incoming committee chairs. 
4. Make no automatic reappointments of members or 
chairs. Consider chair appointments to be for one year 
and nnewable. D*cmrim the contributions made in their 
fmt tcrm by each person eligible for reappointment, and 
whether they pnfer reappointmat M a new assignment. 
5. Only one committee per NASIG member. Try to 
persuade anyone with multiple appointments to select 
their favorite and make room for someone else in the 
other slot. 
This sounded straightfonuard until I started trying to do 
it! The following description makes the process sound 
mom logical than it actually was; each committee moved 
a t  a different rate, so these activities were actually 
conducted simultaneously. Retiring Board liaisons had to 
be replaced. prompting reassignments among continuing 
members as well. If the chair's term was expiring or 
continuation in that role was not desired, a new chair had 
to be selected and an invitation extended and accepted. 
The number of members on each committee is flexible, 
so just determining the number and location of vacancies 
was challenging. This step was combined with 
soliciting opinions from chairs and liaisons about who 
was eligible to continue, their assessment of each 
person's performance, and r ewmmdt ion  on whether 
the number of members should be increased, left as is, or 
decreased. Cindy, Julie and I discussed these 
recommendations and then I extended reappointment 
invitations by e-mail and phone. Of course, the 
unexpected occumd. One chair declined reappointment 
and then reconsidered; members changed employment 
status; one member preferred appointment to another 
committee; e-mail wasn't always successful and some 
people were hard to locate. And I was rarely successful 
in persuading anyone to give up multiple assignments. 
The d o n  of several new task forces created additional 
complications. Task forces are created for specific. short- 
term purposes. Several new ones had k e n  under 
consickraton and we were able to consider appointments 
to them at the same time as committee appointments. 
Charges had not yet been created, so it took time to 
explain the intended role of each group to appointees. 
We were able to place an unusually high number of 
volunteers, hut the process did take longer than usual. I 
even got confused about which groups had already been 
appointed and charged. The outcome is that four new 
task forces were c rca td  Conference Evaluation Form, 
Prosfam Planning Manual, Strategic Plan, and Tenth 
Anniversary Conference Celebration. The Continuing 
Education Task Forcc was established by Cindy Hepfer in 
March. In addition, lhra task forces were continuad with 
some changes in membership: Conference Planning 
Manual, New SerialisUNASIG Horizon Award, and 
R-h Award. The criteria for task force appointments 
wen slightly different than that for committces. in that 
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we often needed individuals with specific prior experience 
in NASIG. 
Volunteer forms were received from 40 NASIG members 
and used to compile two master lists of volunteers. One 
was in name order and listed each person's three 
committee preferences; the second was in committee 
order and listed interested people. I sent copies of the 
two lists and the forms to Cindy Hepfcrxthen president) 
and Julie Gammon (then newly elected vice 
presi&nt/president elect). We then discussed multiple 
appointment possibilities before settling on semi-final 
recommendations. (volunteers who explained their skills 
and interests, rather than just listing them, made very 
attractive candidates.) Next, I consulted new and 
continuing chairs and liaisons about prospective new 
members on thcii committees. In some cases, I sent 
copies of the volunteer forms to the chairs. As the chairs 
approved these suggestions, I began extending 
appointment invitations and promised formal letters of 
appointment later. About six slots were still open by 
the annual conference where a draft master list of 
appointments was distributed to Board members. 
Appointments were finalized by early July, and 
appointment letters and acknowledgements to unplaced 
volunteers were completed in early August. 
Please let me know if you have any questions about 
information shared in this article or are interested i n  
becoming active in NASIG. Congratulations and best 
wishes to all of our committee members, chairs and 
liaisons. Your contributions are vital to NASIGs 
successandgreatlyappreciatcd! 
ailed with thts Ne.rsl+ttor. Please fill i 
MINUTES OF THE NASIG EXECUTIVE 
BOARD MEETING 
Date, Time'& Place: May 31, 1994, 3:00 p.m.-6:00 
p.m, June 1. 8:30 a.m.-7:45 p.m. University of British 
Columbia. Vancouver, Canada 
Attending: 
0. Ivins. Vice President J. Gammon 
T. Malinowski. Past President B. Hurst 
D. Tonkcry. Treasurer J. Mouw 
E. Duranceau J. Tagler 
Guests: Jean Callaghan. incoming Board member, and 
Elaine Rast, Archivist 
1. MINUTES: 
The minutes of February 4, 1994 were approved as 
distributed. 
2. TREASURER'S REPORT: 
2.1. D. Tonkery distributed a fmancial repon dated May 
31, 1994 which included a report on activities, 1994 
budget expenditures to date. 1994 Conference income and 
other financial details, 1994 membership fccs and a letter 
from Ernst & Young. As of May 25, NASIG's cash 
balance is $191, 680.55, with most of the conference 
bills yet to be paid. Renewals number 813, and 197 new 
members have joined, resulting in total membership of 
1,010. 
2.2. D. Tonkery reported that 1.300 copies of the 
manual, - had been printed, with 
approximately 1.ooO distributed via third class mail to 
the membership. The cost was $4.45 per manual for a 
total expenditurc of $5.791.38. 
2.3. D. Tonkery reported that regismtion for the 1994 
conference was strong, with registrations at 588 and 
counting. This year the Treasurer assumed responsibility 
for collecting the registration fee. then forwarding the 
registration forms to the conference registrar. This 
process worked well, but there is still some fine-tuning 
needed to make it run smoothly. Conference expenses 
appcar to be on target, and D. Tonkery expects to end 
with a positive balance. 
2.4. At the February 1594 meeting the Board authorized 
.C. Hepfcr, h i d e n t  c. Foster 
S. Davis, Secretary B.MacLcnnan 
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the Treasurer to transfer funds into the bond account. D. 
Tonkery informed the Board that he did not take this 
action, as rates in the bond market had fallen. 
2.5. D. Tonkery recommended that whenever possible 
the Board, Committees and Task Forces have invoices 
made out to NASIG instead of to an individual member. 
2.6. D. Tonkery reviewed points in the letter from Ernst 
& Young responding to questions about NASIG's 
not-for-profit status and financial situation. I n  general 
the organization is on target for income and expenditures. 
The report indicated that NASIG can have as much as a 
two-year operating budget as a cash reserve, as is 
appropriate for many charities. Ernst & Young did 
recommend that the investments be moved into 
instruments with higher return rates. They also 
questioned whether the IRS has granted NASIG 
pcrmanent 501C status. D. Tonkery reported that formal 
application was made in February 1993 and that he has 
written twice to the IRS regarding our status, but has not 
yet received a reply. 
2.7. A few conference registration checks from Brown 
that were never deposited were discovered earlier this year. 
D. Tonkery has attempted to deposit them to see if they 
will clear. The Board agreed to authorize. the Treasurer to 
send a friendly reminder to those whose checks do not 
clear asking them if they would make good on the check. 
2.8 D. Tonkery has received some inquires about 
purchasing the , but no 
copies have teen sold. 
2.9 T. Malinowski handled an inquiry from && 
Mapaine about purchasing the NASIG mailing list by 
reaffirming NASIGs policy of not selling the 
membership list or permitting the membership dircctoq 
to be used as a mailing list for commercial solicitation. 
2.10 D. Tonkery recommended, and the Board agreed, 
that NASIG not offer two-year membership renewals. It 
is much easier for the Treasurer and the Database and 
DircctOry Committee to handle one-year memberships. 
2.11 S. Davis distributed a final version of the 
Guidelines for Financial Support for NASIG Activities, 
which had been approved at the February Board mxting. 
3. SECRETARY'S REPORT: 
. .  
3.1. S. Davis reported that the two new Board members 
had been sent the new orientation package. Other 
members of the Board expressed interest in seeing the 
final version of the "Who Does What" chart. It will be 
distributed [to the Board] with thesc minutes. 
3.2. S. Davis distributed a draft roster for the 1994/95 
Board to update. The final version will also be 
.distributed [to the Board] with these minutes and sent to 
the Archives. 
3.3. S. Davis reminded the Board that she maintains a 
supply of NASIG membership brochures and NASIG 
stationery. She also maintains a list of sofiware owned, 
the present location of each, as well as the software 
license agreements. 
3.4 Responsibility for ordering the paperweights and 
certificates for the NASIG awards ceremony was 
successfully transferred to the. Sccmary starting with this 
conf-. 
4. CONFERENCE EVALUATION FORM: 
4.1. Patricia Brennan at ARL. will again tabulate and 
input the evaluation data for the UBC Conference. 
Estimated cost is $600 or less. An ECC member will 
compile comments from the preconference evaluation 
form. 
4.2 The Board discussed the need to reconceptualize the 
entire evaluation process. C. Hepfer asked the Board to 
establish a Conference Evaluation Task Force to look at 
the evaluation form, what information should be 
collected, what purpose the data should serve, investigate 
survey software for purchase by NASIG. and recommend 
who should handle creation of the form and tabulation of 
the data each year. The rrcommendation was appmved. 
ACIION: 0. Ivins will develop a specific charge ASAP. 
ACTION. B.Gcer-Butler will be asked to chair the Task 
Force, other members to be appointed ASAP. 
DATE: Preliminary report due at the November 1994 
meeting. Final report and new evaluation form due at the 
Feb. 1995 meeting. 
5. SITE SELECTION 
5.1 North Carolina (1995) 
5.1.1 0. lvins announced that M. Tuttle has heen 
appointed as chair of the 1995 Conference Planning 
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Committee, and J. Mouw will serve as Board liaison. 
The committee has already begun preparations for next 
year. The Board requested clarification of Duke's 
payment policy as stated in the February minutes. 
ACTION: J. Mouw will ask M. Tuttle to clarify 
payment policy with the Duke Conference office. 
5.1.2 M. Tuttle has seen some dorm moms at Duke as 
per the Boards request and reports that they are 
satisfactory. The Board discussed the number of 
doubldsingle moms. %pending on the singlddouble 
room ratio, the worst-case scenario for bathrooms would 
be. 13 people to a double bathroom (2 stalls, 2 showers). 
NASIG will try to avoid this ratio by asking for an 
additional dorm facility to allow for a majority of single 
moms. 
5.1.3 Duke will not be able to offer a contract until 
August or September. NASIG has arrangements for a 
backup at Davidson College with first right of refusal for 
the June 1-4 conference dates. If we do not hear from 
Duke by Sept. 1, 0. Ivins will send a letter informing 
Duke of our need to have those dates firmed up. Duke is 
still confident that our dates will remain open since no 
other grcup has ever asked for that time period. 
5.1.4 C. Hepfer will follow up on her request to Jerry 
Campbell for Duke Library sponsorship. 
5.1.5 Some general concerns about the number of 
conference registrants were mentioned, such as feeding 
large n u m b  quickly and having enough dodmccting 
space. Facilities that can handle in excess of 500 
registrants are few. But with membership reaching the 
loo0 mark consistently, the B o d  has felt we must be 
able to acconunodate at least half the membership at the 
c0llfeSerl.X. 
5 3  Southwest (1996) 
5.2.1 Preliminary checklists were completed for the 
University of Arizona. Arizona State University, the 
University of New Mexico and New Mexico State 
University. The 1996 Site Selection Committee 
recommended full site visits to the University of Arizona 
(Tucson) and the University of New Mexico 
(Albuquerque). The other sites would have difficulty 
handling a group our size and neither had sufficient 
conference office staff. The Site Selection Committee 
consisted of: Fran Wilkinson. Chair (University of New 
Mexico), Anne McKcc (Faxon), Joan Griffith (University 
of New Mexico) and Ruth Haest (University of New 
Mexico). C. Hepfer suggested that 0. Ivins expand the 
committee to include someone from the University of 
Arizona 
ACTION: The Board approved full site visits to the sites 
recommended by the comminee. and expressed its thanks 
for the work they have done. 
ACTION Full site visits to be conducted. 0. Ivins will 
appoint a site visit team to include members from both 
New Mexico and Arizona, as well as Board 
representation. 
DATE: Report due at November 1994 meeting. 
5.2.2 Some reservations about having only two possible 
sites in the southwest were expressed. C. Hepfer agreed 
to review the information on Colorado sites, and 0. Ivins 
agree to follow up with the Minnesota sites. Some 
Board members expressed reservations about Colorado 
due to the uncertain status of Proposition 2. pote:  
several people wrote '(no" to Colorado on their evaluation 
forms due to Proposition 2.1 
6. VISION STATEMENT TASK FORCE: 
6.1 
received, none substantive, and nearly all supportive. 
6.2 The Board discussed the next step in the process. and 
agreed to develop a smtegic plan for the year 2oo0. J. 
Tagler agreed to m e  as chair of a Strategic Plan Task 
Force and asked the Board for advice on what the plan 
should entail. Several areas were mentioned: 
membership target number, demographic groups 
(gwgraphic distribution, types of membtrs), analysis of 
non-renewals, member services, education, and liaisons. 
ACTION 0. Ivins will appoint members to a Strategic 
Plan Task Force, which will include some members from 
the Vision Statement Task Force and others representing 
a variety of NASIG constituencies. 
DATE: ASAP 
7. CONTINUING EDUCATION TASK 
FORCE: 
7.1 The task force will be meeting during the conference 
to: develop a charge. set criteria for programs, determine 
liaisons with other committees, discuss co-sponsorship 
with other organizations, develop policies and procedures, 
and prepare a budget. Members of the task force are: J. 
Tagler. Chair. Adrian Alexander, Buzzy Bascb. Carol 
Hawks. C. Hepfer, and Kathy Meneely. 
J. Tagler reported that a few comments were 
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8. AWARDS TASK FORCES: 
8.1 New Serialist Task Force 
8.1.1 The Board reviewed a report prepared by the task 
forcc and made a number of suggestions for the group to 
consider. The Board asked the task force to reconsider 
their proposed title of NASIGs Welcome! Award, 
suggesting instead that it be called the NEW SERIALIST 
award. IThe award is officially called the NASIG Horizon 
Award. See p. 111 The Board recommended that 
individuals with up to three years of experience at the 
time of application be eligible, and that eligibility he 
limited to those residing in North America. The Board 
asked the task force to expand and clarify the phrase 
“position of a professional nature“ in the prerequisites to 
be more inclusive. The Board also recommended that 
applications include a vita along with the application 
form. and that recipients be invited to serve on a NASIG 
committee and receive a complimentary copy of the 
ProcccdinPs and a conference souvenir. The Board 
suggested and approved the funding of up to three awards 
as part of the loth conference celebration. 
ACTION. Update quested for November 1994 meeting. 
8.1.2 The Board congratulated the task force for its 
excellent repon and effom to develop this award. Task 
force members are: Sylvia Martin, Chair, Mary Devlin, 
Pahicia Frade, Elizabeth Parang, and Christine Stamison. 
ACTION: Consider continuing New Serialist Award 
p r o m  
DATE: February 1995 meeting 
8.2 Rcscarch Award Task Force 
8.2.1 The Board discussed the report submitted by the 
group and made a number of suggestions. The Board 
recommended one minor change to the name the task 
force gave the award: ‘WASIG Foundas Research Grant’’ 
instead of “Award.” Other changes recommended were: 
the award should be open only to NASIG members, the 
deadline for applications be Jan. 15, the resuuch need not 
match the conference theme, that procedures and 
guidelines follow those developed by the New Serialist 
Task Force, and that a budget be submitted with the 
proposal. The Board agreed that the grant will be in the 
amount of $1,000, plus a waiver of conference fees. J. 
Mouw. Board liaison, will discuss these changes with the 
task force. T k  award is being given in celebration of 
NASIGs 10th confcrcnce. 
ACTION Revised report for Board approval 
DATE: Mid-August 1994 
ACTION: Consider continuing NASIG Founders 
ResearchGrantpgram 
DATE: February 1995 meeting 
8.2.2 The Board thanked the members of the task force 
for their work a n  -this new grant: Charles May. Chair, 
Rita Bmadway, Cindy Clark, Sandy Gurshman. Patricia 
Putney and Steve Savage. 
ACTION Consider continuing this grant beyond 1995 
DATE: February 1995 meeting 
9. ARCHIVES: 
9.1 Hard copy Archives 
9.1.1 E. Rast distributed a report concerning the hard 
copy archives. She has sorted through material sent to 
her and identified four boxes of materials that should 
dehitely be retained, and four boxes of possible items to 
retain. Once an inventory has been completed and the 
archive set up with the University of Illinois. E. Rast 
estimated that minimal time would be needed from 
NASIGs archivist to maintain the collection. E. Rast 
also reported that the University of Illinois does charge 
for maintenance if an archive exacds a certain amount of 
span. 
9.1.2. The Board a@ that E. Rast should retain the 
material currently in her possession through the loth 
Conference in case something might be needed for any 
special anniversary activities. 
ACTION: E. Rast will solicit materials for the archives 
in the next NASIG Newsletter (Aug. 1 deadline) [see p. 
111 and selectively follow up with former officers and 
board membas. 
9.1.3 E. Rast will have a complete inventory of the 
archives matnials done. The Board approved a budget of 
$1,500 to accomplish this task. 
DATE: Progress report at February 1995 meeting, 
inventory to be completed by June 1995 
9.1.4 The Board approved reappointing E. Rast to a 
one-year term as Archivist. 
9.2 Elecmnic Archives 
9.2.1 9. MacLennan distributed a report concerning the 
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electronic archives maintained on the A M S  computer. 
The report indicated the level of activity on the individual 
NASIG lists. 
9.2.2 B. MacLennan reported that due to peculiarities 
with the listserv software, one has only two choices with 
the electronic archives, purge or retain all messages. If a 
group wants to retain only selected messages, all 
messages would need to be downloadedand edited. The 
Board agreed that each current committee chair and Board 
liaison should decide what, if anything, to retain. The 
ECC will send a letter to each committee and board 
liaison discussing the process. Messages selected for 
retention in electronic format will be mounted on the 
NASIG gopher. The NASIG Archives would retain 
messages in paper format. 
DATE: Decision by June 30, 1994 or all messages will 
be Purged. 
9.2.3 Due to the ongoing work of the two awards task 
forces their electronic archives will be retained. 
10. UBC CONFERENCE INFORMATION: 
10.1. K. McGrath met briefly with the Board to review 
final information before the conference and distribute 
Board registration packets. Her figures indicated 559 full 
conference registrants, 17 full day registrants and 209 
preconference registrans. K. McGrath reviewed the meal 
ticket policy for the breakfasts and lunches. Souvenirs 
this year will be NASIG t- shirts and book bags. 
Break for lunch and campus tour. 
11. CONFERENCE BUDGET ISSUES: 
11.1 The Board discussed a number of issues regarding 
NASIG support for plenary and VIP speakers. It was 
noted that at the past couple of conferences, upgraded 
rooms have been available on the campus, and NASIG 
has used some of them to house speakers. Prim to 1993 
NASIG did not support housing other than in the 
dormitories for speakers. 
ACTION To provide some guidance to the Program 
Planning Committee, the Board a g d  to establish a 
program budget of $25,OOO for the 1995 Confcnnce. 
11.2 After some discussion the Board reaffirmed the 
policy of presenting each preconference on a 
cost-recovery basis. Any expenses for preconference 
speakers. including speaker discounVduction of main 
conference fees. should be included in the preconference 
budget. 
11.3 C. Foster asked the Board to consider the request 
from the Student Grants Committee to offer reduced 
conference fees to those who applied for a student grant 
but did not receive one. The Board discussed the issue at 
length. It was noted that there would be a loss in 
revenue and that students may take.slots normally filled 
by members or colleagues that pay the full fee. Also, the 
issue of support for paraprofessionals was raised. Several 
members expressed the desire to support conference 
attendance for this group. The Board did not approve 
reduced f a s  for applicants to the student grants program. 
and did not reach a decision on support for 
paraprofessionals. 
ACTION Recommendation on reduced fees for local 
library school students for the 1995 conference (J. 
Mouw, O.Ivins, M. Tuttle) 
DATE: November 1994 meeting 
11.4 The Board affirmed the policies of continuing to 
offer I f 2  off the full confcnnce rate for members of the 
Conference Planning Committee, and permitting staff at 
the host site to drop in at a few sessions without charge. 
Meals are not included. Staff at the host site who want to 
attend the entire conference are expected to pay full rates. 
12. CONFERENCE PLANNING MANUAL: 
12.1 A draft of the manual had been distributed in the 
ACTION: Comments to T. Malinowski 
DATE: July 5. a new drafi will be prepared soon after. 
13. TENTH ANNIVERSARY CONFERENCE 
CELEBRATION TASK FORCE: 
13.1 The Board agreed to establish a task force to 
develop plans to recognize and celebrate NASIGs tenth 
anniversary conference. S. Davis will scrve as Board 
liaison. The group is expected to solicit ideas fium the 
membership through thc newsletter and NASIG-L. 
ACTION: 0. Ivins will appoint a task force 
DATE: ASAP 
ACTION Budget request 
DATE: November 1994 m d n g  
14. PUBLICATIONS: 
14.1 Newsletter 
Board packets. 
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14.1.1 E. Duranceau reported that a new position, 
Columns Editor. has been added to the editorial board. 
Carol MacAdam will serve a two-year term in that role. 
Other changes on the editorial board are the appointment 
of Vikki Medaglia as Distribution Editor to replace 
Maggie Horn, who will become Production Editor at the 
end of Kathy Schmidt's term in July. 
14.1.2 M. Horn will investigate the purchase of a new 
desktop publishing package and make a recommendation 
to the Board. 
ACIION Rccommcndation for software purchase 
DATE: November 1994 meeting 
14.1.3 E. Durancau and B. MacLcnnan sent a letter to 
the editor of the regarding copying 
material from the (see discussion in 
minutes from Feb. 4, 1994). To date no reply had been 
received. 
14.2 Proceedings 
14.2.1 The 1993 ' were completed and have 
been published. The elechunic version has teen mounted 
on the gopher. 
14.2.2 The editors of the 1994 ' areBeth 
Holley and Mary Ann Sheble. They visited Haworth's 
offices in April. C. Hepfer expressed thanks to Hawonh 
for funding this trip. 
14.2.3 In the future the Electronic Communications 
Committee will provide the editors with assistance in 
mounting the ' on the gopher. 
14.2.4 C. Foster, Board liaison for 1994 -.
reported that the . editor's manual has been 
revised, and that she is working on rekeying it in 
machine readable form since the earlier version was 
Cormpted. 
14.2.5 The Board discussed some concerns from the 
1993 editors. Most of their points are addressed in the 
editor's manual or have been brought to the attention of 
the 1994 editors. 
14.2.6 C. Hepfer reminded the Board of its decision to 
do a competitive bid for the 1995 proceedings. 0. Ivins 
will consider appointing a task force to review 
publishing options for the proceedings. 
ACTION Updatc/repon on need f a  taslr fm 
DATE: November 1994 meeting 
14.2.7 0. Ivins will appoint a new indexer for the 1994 
proceedings. The Board expresses its thanks to Dena 
Hutto for her three y e a s  of seMw as the indexer. 
15. OFFICIAL NASIG MAILINGS: 
15.1 Some concerns about the Bylaws ballot had been 
expressed by the Board. Copies of the Bylaws and 
elections ballots wen  examined. The Board liaisons will 
ask their respective conmimes to investigate ways to 
improve the appearance of the ballots, handle mailings, 
and ways to minimize voter fraud. 
16. COMMITTEE APPOINTMENTS 
16.1 0. Ivins described the process she was using to 
make committee appointments and distributed a tentative 
list of committee appointments. She suggested that 
committee members eligible for a second term not 
automatically be renewed unless they have contributed to 
the committee. The Board agreed with this proposal. 
16.2 The Board approved 0. Ivins' suggestion of starting 
the appointment process earlier, moving the volunteer 
form into the February newsletter issue and completing 
appointments by the end of April. Terms will still begin 
after the annual conference, and the Board hoped that 
finalizing c~mmittee appointments sooner would allow 
new appointees to make travel arrangements that would 
allow them to attend the committee meetings at the 
confemlce. 
ACTION: 0. Ivins will notify E. Duranceau of the 
change 
17. COMMITTEE REPORTS 
17.1 Bylaws 
Report distributed. No discussion. 
17.2 Continuing Education 
Report distributed. No discussion. 
17.3 Database and Dinctory 
17.3.1 The Board discussed when to close the 
membership lists for printing in the Membership 
D i o r y .  In order to time the directory to arrive around 
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the annual conference, and to include as many members 
as possible, the Board decided to se.t the closing date as 
May 1. This date will also allow the inclusion of the 
new committee rosters for the coming term. 
17.3.2 The Board discussed the need for information 
about particular categories of members. I. Mouw. as 
Board liaison, will ask the committee to investigate 
sorting members by particular categories. 
17.4 Electronic Communications 
17.4.1 B. Macknnan reported that Dave Rodgers will 
be leaving AMS for the University of Michigan School 
of Information and Library Science. The ramifications of 
his depanun on NASIG's continuing use of the A M S  
computer are unknown at this time. 
17.4.2 B. Macknnan reported that M. Rioux and M. 
Geller had worked on successfully mounting the 
eltctronic version of the 1993 &sc&ngs ' onthcgopher. 
17.4.3 B. Macknnan announced that A. Ekelawn has 
taken over as list owner of NASIG-L. 
17.4.4 S. Davis suggested that a NASIG membership 
application form be available over the gopher. Regional 
Councils and Membesship Committee will be asked to 
develop a form in ASCII format for M. Geller to mount 
on the NASIG gopher. 
17.5 Finance 
The Board discussed phasing out this committee as the 
appointments expire. The current system of sending 
renewals does not require any committee assistance. 
However, D. Tonkery did note that an assistant Treasurer 
isneedcd. 
ACTION Final decision of status of Finance Committee 
DATE: November 1994 meeting 
17.6 Nominations and Elections 
17.6.1 T. Malinowski reported that the committee would 
like to codify procedures for nominating and running 
incumbents. The Board agreed that incumbents need to 
move through the nominating process as do all other 
candidates. Thus Board members and officers who are 
eligible for re-election should have someone nominate 
them or self-nominate. 
17.6.2 The Board discussed the need for more 
geographical representation on the ballot, especially for 
member-at-large. It was noted that current practice is to 
consider geographical representation as a secondary 
critexia and to run six highly qualified candidates. It was 
suggested that this number could be increased to achieve 
broader representation. It was noted that running morc 
than six candidates for member-at-large splits the vote, 
and can result in very-close races and the need for a run 
off election. C. Hepfer will discuss these issues with the 
new committee. 
17.7 Professional Liaisons 
After some discussion the Board reaffirmed a change in 
the structure of the Professional Liaisons Committee, 
which will no longer be consided a committee. Liaison 
relationships with other professional organizations will 
continue. S. Davis will coordinate with the various 
liaisons on the Board's behalf. Liaisons will be asked to 
provide an official letter of appointment or some other 
documentation from their organization. Also, liaisons 
will be asked to write reports for the newsletter and to 
keep NASIG informed of the dates of their respective 
conferences. 
17.8 Program Planning 
A Program Planning Manual task force has been formed, 
with J. Gammon as chair. They will be meeting prior to 
the ALA conference to begin work on the manual. Other 
members include: B. Carlson, C. Hepfer, 0. Ivins, M. 
Crump. S. Davis and T. Malinowski will serve as 
advisors&isons to the Conference Planning ManuaI task 
force. 
17.9 Regional Councils and Membership 
J. Tenney will be the new committee chair. The group 
will be reviewing their charge and some previous 
committee documentation that T. Malinowski will 
supply. Ways to expand the role of the group will be 
e x p l w .  
17.10 Student Grants 
C. Foster reported that the committee will be reviewing 
their working calendar to see if they can begin the 
application process earlier in the year. 
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18. EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR CONCEPT: 
C. Hepfer reminded the Board of the heavy workload 
expected of NASIG officm, members-at-large, confexence 
and program planners, and other volunteers. She 
recommended that NASIG formally investigate the 
possibility of creating an administrative assistant 
position to provide support and continuity that is 
important to the continued functioning of the 
organization. 
ACTION 0. Ivins will appoint a small gmup to write.a 
position paper. 
19. NASIG CALENDAR: 
C. Hepfer distrihted a partially revised NASIG calendar. 
ACTION Comments on the NASIG Calendar 
DATE: July 5 to C. Hepfer 
NEXTMEETING: 
Tentative dates in November were sclected for the next 
meeting, pending availability of the meeting location. 
M. Tuttle will be asked to make arrangements as won as 
possible. These have now been confirmed. The next 
meeting will be held November 11-12, at the Aqueduct 
Conference Center in North Carolina. The meeting will 
begin Friday afternoon, continue all day Saturday, and 
wrap up Sunday with a campus tour at Duke. 
Respectfully submitted, 
Susan Davis - 
NASIG Archives Are Alive and Well and 
Growing I Elaine Rast 
The NASIG archives are being collected by Elaine Rast. 
and she is looking for any and all contributions. 
Naturally you would expect to find minutes of meetings, 
bylaws, financial statements. more minutes, and tbe like 
in an archival collection. However, in the NASIG 
archives we also have photographs. maps, and even a 
cassette tape. These materials not only record the history 
of the organization, but also supply us with a means to 
garner information that can be uscd for programs, 
activities, and presentations for the upcoming Tenth 
Anniversary Conference in June, 1995. 
If you have NASIG-related programs, minutes of 
committees, a record of discussion groups, continuing 
education handouts, correspondence regarding projects, 
activities, or functions, personal papers of members that 
relate to the association. or anything you might think 
relevant, send to Elaine Rast, Northern Illinois 
University Libraries, DeKalb, IL 60115. For any 
questions, Elaine can be reached at (815)753-9864, FAX 
( 8 1 5 )  753-2003. and e -ma i l  a t  
C60EKRI @MVS.CSO.NIU.EDU. Thanks for your 
Merings! 
NASIG HORIZON AWARD 
The North American Serials Interest Group (NASIG). 
composed of many constituents of the serials industry, is 
an independent organization which provides for the 
exchange and dissemination of information among the 
various links in the serials information chain. 
NASIG is pleased to announce a new award, the NASIG 
Horizon Award, in recognition of its tenth annual 
conference. The purpose of this award is to welcome an 
aspiring new serialist to the serials profession by 
introducing the recipient to NASIG, to further enhance 
the recipient's knowledge of and interest in serials, and to 
provide an opportunity for interaction with other 
members of the serials chain. 
DESCRIPTION OF AWARD: The NASIG Horizon 
Award provides the recipient an opportunity for 
professional development by awndance at NASIG's tenth 
annual conference to be held June 14. 1995 at Duke 
University in Durham, North Carolina. NASIG will 
assume all confmnce fees and travel costs. The recipient 
will receive a free year's membership to NASIG, and will 
be invited to serve on a committee for that year. The 
recipient will also receive a framed certificate in 
commemoration of the event. 
ELIGIBILITY. Applicants should cumntly be in a 
position of a professional nature with primary 
responsibilities for some aspect of serials, e.g. head of 
serials, serials acquisitions, serials vendor, serials 
publisher. Applicants must have served in this position 
for no more. than three years. Applicants do not have to 
he a member of NASIG, and they should not have 
attended any previous NASIG conferences. Preference 
will be given to applicants with previous serials 
experience, to those employed by a North American 
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organization or institution, and to those whose cawx 
goals include long range plans for professional growth 
and development in serials. 
APPLICATION PROCEDURE: Applications will be 
available after November 15, 1994 from Sylvia Martin, 
Chair. NASIG Horizon Award; Vanderbilt University 
Library; 110 - 2lst Ave. South; Suite 700, Nashville, 
TN 37203-2408; (615)322-3478; fax: (615)343-8834; 
Internet: martin@Iibrary.vanderbilt.edu. Applications 
must be accompanied by a letter of reference from a 
current supervisor. Completed applications should be 
rrmmed to Sylvia Martin as above. 
APPLICATION DEADLINE: January 15, 
1995. Applications postmarked after this date will not 
beconsidered. 
AWARD NOTIFICATION The award recipient will be 
notified by February 17, 1995. 
NASIG CONFERENCE REPORTS 
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PLENARY SESSION 1: Overviews of Change 
Czealaw Jan Grycz, Chair, Scholarship and 
Technology Study Project, Univerxity of 
Cal i fornia  Office of t h e  President: 
"Technological Change and  itx Influence on 
Scholarly Communication a n d  Information 
Management" / Maggie Horn 
Chet Grycz began his informal presentation with two 
stories: In the first, Alice asked the caterpillar, "Which 
way shall I go?' and the caterpillar answed, ' I t  depends 
on where you want to get!" And in the second. an 
executive reported to his board: "Last year I noted that 
we were at the brink of the precipice. This year, we 
have taken a big step forward!" His point in telling these 
stories was that we are troubled by the precipices which 
loom before us and are trying to figure out where we 
want to go. 
Grycz spoke of h i s  classes in contemporary issues in 
publishing. where students discuss cumnt publishing 
trends as part of a large continuum. This continuum 
began with the first human writing, cave painting 
(human thoughts expressed in images), which was 
replaced by hieroglyphics and Oriental characters 
(pictographs, but more abstract than actual pictures), 
which were in turn replaced by the alphabet (a series of 
finite, absolute, abstract images), and now replaced by an 
abstraction of the alphabet (the binary on/off of the 
computer). As we now have the ability to be removed 
from the physicality of the book, so also the idea of 
copyright has developed over time and now must be dealt 
with in its digitized form. 
We are now able to present visual images and auditory 
performances in a digitized form. We have achieved the 
unification of all arts and sciences on one digital 
platform, although the ability to access and use this 
digitized form is not ubiquitous. For instance, in 
Romania (a country where telephone communication is 
still chancy) networking and digitized information are 
still in the future. Into the next century, Romania (and 
many other countries) will still have print-based (or slide- 
or film-based) markets. 
In general, Grycz believes the Internet's ability to deliver 
information is being oversold. The Internet is a 
disordered chaos of undifferentiated information, and we 
are faced with taking this new information distribution 
system and using wr knowledge to organize and deliver 
the information. Grycz challenge us to take advantage 
of the skills we have and get involved. 
The system of scholarly publishing which has been 
developed over the centuries is complex, and it works. 
To think we don't need this system is to have blinders 
on. The skills for achieving and retrieving information 
created within the system of scholarly publishing are also 
necessary within the Internet, yet these skills are lacking 
in many scholarly publishers, who have not worked on 
the Internet, for the most part: there is an absence of 
"bibliographic intelligence" on the network. 
As human writing changed, so scholarly publishing is 
experiencing its sweep of change as it moves from 
printed material to ASCII to SGML. The ideas of 
imprimablr, imprint, and mentor are also changing. For 
example, the undifferentiated information on the network 
has no imprint. no validation, by a publishing authority. 
Oddly enough, this situation actually reflects the early 
stages of scholarship. when the scholar owned the 
imprint; only later did the publisher acquire it. Grycz 
suggests that as we have returned to the scholar-owned 
imprint, we will probably return to the mentor model 
whereby the student turns directly to the teacher for 
direction. 
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Serialists arc standing with scholarly publishers on the 
edge of the precipice. When scholarly publishers figure 
out what they will be doing, we will be working on new 
models of "check in" and billing to accommodate the new 
formats. There may be an article-based journal, rather 
than a volume-level journal. There may be more article- 
level delivery to the individual patron, linked to digital 
information, and other citations. 
Given our unstable situation. it is essential that we turn 
things around and ask what we can do. We must become 
part of the development of the new publishing. To that 
end. Grycz left us with these last thoughts: 
I. Content is more important than nanosecond 
transmission speeds. 
2. Quality assurance and brand name recognition 
arc essential marketing concepts. 
3. Maturity of the network will bsing better 
conditions without loss of excitement. 
4. A polyglot free market provides defense of 
abuse (first amendment rights in print are defended by 
librarians; this nccds to be extended to the net). 
5. Everyone has a right to remuneration for 
contributed value; the idea that information is free is 
okay hut we mustn't take the idea so far that we lose the 
fact that people have a right to be compensated. 
Robert Weber ,  Pr inc ipa l ,  Nor theas t  
Consulting Resources: "The Future of 
P u b l i s h i n g :  Lessons From Recen t  
Workshops" / Sandy Barstow 
Weba described the workshops he has teen facilitating as 
"thirty to forty people in a room for two days" reacting 
to approximately 185 hypothetical events. As an 
example of the type of event considered by participants. 
k posited a multimedia-fapable PC available to schools 
for $400, and asked what the implications of this 
technology might be. for school publishing. These 
workshops have been held since 1991, and Weba spent 
some time describing the conclusions participants have 
drawn over the last four years. how they have changed, 
and how they lue relevant to our day-today o p t i o n s .  
In 1991, librarians were telling Wcbcr that his idcss were 
"pie in the sky." Libraries would continue to exist in 
their current configuration, and print media would 
continue to dominate. While it was acknowledged that 
changes would occur. the rate of change would not be as 
fast as some people were predicting. Weber commented 
that change is hard to see when you are in the middle of 
it. and suggested seeking a cure for what he called 
"muraldyslexia" (an inability to read the handwriting on 
the wall). 
Weber saw a paradigm shift starting in the fall of 1992. 
Participants in his workshops we.re beginning to accept 
the existence of a "new world publishing, that would be. 
fast and bascd on elect~onic information. In contrast. 
they saw that "old world" publishing. which was 
print-based and predictable, would decline in importance 
as modular publishing and multimedia integration took 
hold. Participants were cautious about committing to 
this shift, recalling that some early adopters of 
technology have "lost their shins." 
By the spring of 1993. Weber was noting that workshop 
participants were less apt to argue about the fact that 
changes were, coming, and more likely to discuss how to 
accept and profit from the changes. They began to see 
that "personalization of information" would be. enabled 
by the new technology, and that value could be added by 
providing specific answers rather than just information. 
More recently, workshop participants have increasingly 
come to accept elec~onic formats and multimedia. The 
application of the Mosaic front-end graphical interface to 
the World Wide Web is making it possible to provide 
visualization of scientific information. The Internet is 
starting to be seen as a "virtual business place," or 
"information shopping mall." 
Weber discussed the impact of these technological 
changes on various groups involved in dealing with 
scrials. As the route from the original inforntion to the 
end-user changes, the role of librarians as the distribution 
channel for information must also change. Rights 
management is the "soft underbelly of electronic 
publishing," and both publishers and librarians will need 
to understand the issues involved in distribution and 
redistribution of elcaronic information. 
One of the major issues facing publishers is the nccd to 
evolve from use of a print revenue model to an electronic 
model. Most publishers are currently outsourcing 
multimedia development rather than producing it 
internally. Publishers will also need to rethink the way 
they do business with authors. 
Library issues arising from the new technology include 
the conflict betwe.cn the concept of fair compensation for 
use. of information and the belief that information should 
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be frcc, particularly when scholarly information has been 
provided by the universities in the fmt place. Metering 
technologies, which allow for obtaining information at 
the article level rather than by volume, are already 
available. However, preserving the integrity of the 
information within an electronic article is a major 
CMIccm. 
The new technology gives rise to an.evolving industry 
structure. Weber discussed the possible nature of this 
structure. focusing on the publishing industry other than 
the mass market books segment. The players in this 
industry include the network builders, the network 
operators. the content providers, and the end users. 
While it would appear that the content providers will 
have the profitable edge, Weber believes that the real 
winners will be the publishers and other companies who 
develop the capability to repackage and provide exactly 
the information needed by the specific end-user. For 
example, the course-pack publishers are a growing 
segment of the publishing industry. 
As for the libraries, there is a real risk that consumers of 
information will stop thinking of the library as the place 
to go for their information needs. As information 
becomes more readily available in the home, via 
commercial services such as America On Line and 
CompuServe, how will services provided by libraries, 
such as Dialog access, be perceived as a value-added 
service? Weber did not provide an answer to this 
thought-provoking question. 
Dan Tonkery, President and CEO, Readmore 
Incorporated: "Reshaping the Serials Vendor 
Industry: How to Survive the Impact of 
Technology and Shifting User Expectations'* / 
Margaret Ferley 
Tonkery discussed the effect of new technology on his 
industry. Several trends have emerged. The fmt is 
digitalization: music, sound, print, and images can now 
be encoded and transmitted in digital form. The second is 
economy: with budgets tighter than ever, managers are 
seeking a return on the enormous investment that has 
been made in technology. The third is re-organization: 
libraries axe shifting ~esources from technical services to 
public services. Serialists must adapt to these changes: 
technology and technological change we here to stay. 
New technology has helped serials agents enhance their 
performance. By using file transfers, tapes, and EDI, they 
can now process claims and ordm mom quickly. As the 
cost of computing falls, savings in equipment can be 
passed on in lower service charges. By making small 
agents the equal of large ones and by enabling them to 
create services based on user expectations, technology has 
reshaped tlje vendor industry. 
The central role for agents has, however, been in the 
world of print and this world is not growing. The shift 
from paper to digital or computer-based installations 
continues. A recent decline of 20% in subscriptions is 
the dark hcrald of the digital library of the future. Vendors 
who try to remain in the print world will find themselves 
without a role in the new cyberspace. 
The hope of vendors is that the "virtual library" will need 
a "virtual agent." In addition, some smaller publishers 
will require brokered services. Agents could help to 
arrange digitalloptical media warehousing. 
Cross-sections of scientific, technical and medical 
journals could be converted and shared. Agents may also 
have a role in the system of intellectual property rights 
and payments. For example, an agent's database might 
contain pricing information for access to journal articles; 
rates might be determined by page, by paragraph, by 
chapter, by work or by connect time. 
Younger researchers, comfortable with technology, will 
use peer-reviewed scholarly communication forums. 
Paper-based scientific. technical and medical journals will 
tend to disappear, replaced by elechunic d i a  The issue 
of access versus ownership will intensify. Right now 
intellectual property rights pose a stumbling block; new 
legislation is needed to cope with an electronic 
environment. 
So while the age of print format libraries is over, and the 
entire environment is in flux, Tonkery sccs an ongoing 
role for an intermediary. the vendor, especially in 
tracking financial transactions. Thus, he observed in 
closing, "on the information superhighway, the agent 
will be the toll collector." 
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Naomi C .  Broering, Director, Biomedical 
Information Resources Center and Medical 
Center Librarian, Georgetown University 
Med ica l  C e n t e r :  “Changing Focus :  
Tomorrow‘s Virtual Library” / Margaret 
Ferley 
Ms. Bmering used the Biomedical Information Resources 
Center as an example of an evolving vimtal library. The 
menu selections offered by this system include 
bibliographical systems, research chemical information, 
druglpoison information, and information on drug 
interactions. It also offers e-mail. 
Ms. Broering explained that the virtual library is 
networked, automated, and digital; it allows access to 
multiple databases and to data in multiple formats. In a 
sense, it is the Internet. Every kind of electronic text 
service is already hen: full-text documents, electronic 
publishing, and document delivery. Increasingly, 
scientists manipulate not text but images at their 
ever-more-pwerhrl workstations. We are going to have 
to catalogue images, and index images, and make images 
available in OPACs. The demand for images is 
everywhere: slides, videos, voice programs, X-ray 
images, art, museum objects: all must be properly 
catalogued and made accessible. 
Ms. Broering laid great stress upon two points: first. 
that the United States must dominate the knowledge 
industry so that as the rest of the world seeks 
information, it will be the products and services of the 
United States that it buys; and secondly, that we as 
librarians cannot wait for new technology to come to us; 
we must seize it. She offered some examples: 
Libraries should be developing specialized databases, such 
as the Human Genome Bank, that scientists and 
researchers have an increasing need to access. An 
example to be found on the Biomedical Information 
Resources Center system is the publications of local 
TescaTch6. 
Another area to explore is educational software. The 
researchers at Georgetown have developed an electronic 
textbook on human physiology that uses mixed media: 
voice, text and animation. 
There is a role for libraries in creating these systems and 
databases. It entails forging closer links to academic 
computing and to academic systems. Computer-systems 
experts will deliver the information structures; it is up to 
the librarians to put up the knowledge structures. 
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PLENARY SESSION 11: Introspective View 
of Change and Choice I Cheryl Riley 
Linda hiQore, Chief Executive Officer f o r  
tranSKILLS: “Getting Past the Rapids: 
Individuals and Change” 
Linda Moore. Chief Executive officer for hanSKILLS. a 
community-based Canadian organization, focused on 
individual reactions to change, using the metaphor of the 
North American Voyageur. 
Moore identified several patterns of how people handle 
change as well as the qualities of people who are willing 
to voyage to a new place first. The first step many 
people experience when wnhnting change, according to 
Moore, is retrenchment. There are three aspects to 
retrenchment: people ignore change, resist change, and 
utilize old solutions. Moore borrowed from !mnsactional 
analysis and listed four negative games people play 
during retrenchment: Ain’t it awful, Yes ... but. Attack/ 
defend, and C.Y.A. 
Continuing the voyageur metaphor, Moore outlined 
several techniques for dealing with change that take us 
beyond the negativity of retrenchment: scout the 
landscape. hang out with voyageurs, take things one day 
at a time, remember you are allowed to hit the shore, 
learn to portage. remember you are allowed to jump the 
canoe. and do whatever it takes. Moore encouraged 
people to remember there are several roles associated with 
change: if the individual cannot be a voyageur, then 
consider the role of the backer or the outfitter. 
In summary, Moore stressed there are different ways to 
approach change and not all of us will be able to handle 
change well. Some of us will be angry about the 
change, others excited. but we will all be fearful. We 
must share, help each other. and celebrate the fact we 
made it through another day. Moore believes that by 
embracing the human spirit. we can approach change 
with enthusiasm, respect, and joy. thereby enjoying 
evolution, not revolution. 
. 
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PLENARY SESSION 111: Choosing Change: 
New Products and New Skills 
Richard Entlich, Technical Project Manager, 
Albert R. Mann Library, Cornell University: 
"Electronic Chemistry Journals: Elemental 
Concerns" 1 Andrea R. Testi 
Richard Entlich discussed the CORE (Chemistry Online 
Retrieval Experiment) Project, a five-year electronic 
library project to deliver primary information resources to 
the researcher's desktop utilizing elechunic 'republishing' 
techniques. The project, in its final year, is a 
collaborative effort among five institutions - Cornell 
University is the host institution; Bellcore and OCLC 
are providing hardware and expertise for building the 
interface and the database.; and the American Chemical 
Society (ACS) and Chemical Abstracts Smice  (CAS) 
are providing more than twenty journals covering seven 
years of data and associated indexing. The project is 
focused on translating existing typography files to a 
suitable database format and devetoping user interfaces to 
enrich the access to these documents. 
While there are shared objectives to examine the myriad 
"technical, logistical, economic and sociological issues 
facing publishers, libraries and scholars in the shift from 
paper to electronic dissemination of scholarly research," 
each collaborator has a different focus. For example. 
Cornell library has concentrated on the issue of "ensuring 
that scholars retain unimpeded physical and intellectual 
access to journal wntents after the transition to electronic 
access takes place." 
The CORE database uses Standard Generalized Markup 
Language (SGML), a standard grammar that specifies the 
component elements of a document through descriptive 
tagging. The system that has k e n  created "will provide 
networked access to over half a million pages of 
machine-readable text and graphics from ACS journals," 
a particular challenge since chemical infomation is one 
of the most difficult textual formats to represent 
electronically, as it is tilled with special characters, 
complex tables, and chemical formulas. If this project is 
successful in resolving some of the more difficult textual 
problems, the database. can serve as a template for others 
in bringing existing paper products into the world of 
e l m n i c  publishing. 
Entlich noted some factors that he sees affecting 
electronic journal acceptance in a given discipline: 
existing level of computerhetwork use; strength or 
cohesiveness of existing publishing enterprise; rate of 
growth of literature; strength of ties to the past; 
importance of rapid dissemination; access to new 
publications; and the existence of a standard document 
format. In closing, Entlich stated that there is still much 
work to be done; however, he for one "refuses to become 
an early casualty on the Internet highway." 
Mark S. Boguski, MD, PhD, Investigator, 
Nat ional  Cen ter  f o r  B io techno logy  
Informat ion (NCBI) :  "Adventures  in  
Information Space: Biomedical Discovery in 
a Moleeulcrr Sequence Milieu" / Eric Celeste 
Mark Boguski began his talk with a provocative picture 
of a newborn baby superimposed on a gene sequence. He 
described the 15-year history of GenBank, the repository 
for the Human Genome project now housed at NCBI. 
Scientists use the GenBank both to compare their 
findings with past findings and to publish their fmdings. 
GenBank contains data on the human genome, and also 
the genes of mice and yeast. A scientist with a newly 
discerned gene sequence will conduct a partial string 
match against the data in GenBank to see where the new 
sequence might fit This comparative analysis is critical 
to the work of geneticists around the world. 
The evolution and intensive use of GenBank might be an 
indicator of the kind of transformation electronic data 
may hold in store for other fields. GenBank gives 
researchers direct access to primary source materials and 
is widely referenced in the field's literahme. 
The data in GenBank has k e n  doubling every twenty 
months for the last twenty years. In fact. Boguski 
pointed out, all biomedical databases have been growing 
at an explosive rate. Linking these systems increases all 
their value. GenBank has created the "Entrez" CD-ROM 
to link these systems with graphical user interfaces for 
the Macintosh, MS-Windows, and X-windows systems. 
In addition to explicit links between gene sequences and 
the proteins they code for. the "Entrez" system provides 
implicit (pre-wmputed) links to articles and absaacts in 
Medline and between those articles by using, for 
example, term frequency comparison. 
GenBank itself grows because of its wide acceptance in 
the field. Before publication, most genetics journals 
require that any gene sequence described also be 
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accompanied by a GenBank accession number. This is a 
strong incentive to contribute to the database. The data is 
so critical that many scientists demand daily updates. 
Each day, hundreds of sites copy the whole database via 
FIF (file transfer protocol). The data is also available on 
CD-ROM and via e-mail, client/server Internet tools, and 
a "BLAST network server. Thousands of people search 
the database each day. The clienUserver Internet tools 
allow interactive searching, while the "BLAST server 
does a sequence "similarity search across the whole 
GenBank database. Boguski painted out that these 
services requirc significant computation resources. For a 
taste of GenBank services, Boguski suggested looking at 
the URL "http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov" which is the 
GenBank home page on tbe World Wide Web. 
As a (tongue in check) example of how the GenBank 
system can be used for quick analysis of data, Boguski 
told a funny story about how he searched the gene 
sequence presented in the book h a s s L E &  one 
evening. He found that the author, Michael Crichton, 
had actually used a thinly disguised bacteria sequence in 
the novel, not a dinosaur gene sequence at all. A Portland 
newspapa even covered this "story" with the headline 
"Crichton's dinosaur code shown bogus by Boguski." 
Boguski wondered if this would be his greatest 
contribution to science! 
Marjorie S. Bloss, Director, Technical 
Services, Center f o r  Research Libraries: 
"Grabbing the Bull by the Tuil: Holding on 
During Change" 1 Eric Celeste 
Marjorie Bloss. looking at the world through her 
"maturing lenses," recognized that thae arr days when we 
feel we are being taken for a ride and we need to take 
control of our professional lives. How do we respond to 
change when we feel at the mercy of circumstance? One 
way to gain conhul is to analyze the situation. Bloss did 
this by offering four observations, eight techniques. and 
one obvious truth. 
Her observations were: 
(1) Budgets won't increase; we will be asked to do more 
with less. Fcderal governments are reverling programs to 
state and provincial control, otien without sending the 
tax dollars along. State reductions in funding are rippling 
through to libraries and vendors. Also, the number of 
eligible undergraduates has recently been declining, 
putting further pressure on already strained academic 
budgets. 
(2)  Technology liberates us from limits and increases 
creativity. Technology has led to increased efficiency 
(using the vs. using OCLC), 
changed our communication habits (interlibrary services 
and the Internet, for example), and libezated access (the 
ability to edit and re-edit word processed documents, for 
instance). 
(3) There are many management styles; we should 
examine them all, but choose one and then be willing to 
change. Our organizations have been blurred by 
technology and funding cuts, the pyramid structure has 
been squashed, and employees are getting more of a voice 
in the workplace. We need to be aware of h-ends like 
TQM and re-engineering, but make our own choices. 
(4) We must use. common sense and not underestimate 
our own gut reactions. 
The techniques she described were: 
(1) Take the time to analyze the big picture. 
(2) Be prepared to market aggressively; when competing 
for limited funds, we have to play the game the way it is 
played. 
(3) Work towards better understanding; technology is 
changing internal and external relationships. 
(4) Be a problem solver; there is no room for resistance 
to change. 
(5)  Make opportunities out of ambiguity, don't just 
tolerate it. 
(6) Don't take it all personally; realize that there will be 
times when you win, times when you lose, and times 
when it rains. 
(7) Continue to communicate and grow. 
(8) Remember to laugh; occasionally you should "call in 
well." 
Bloss closed with the simple truth that if people who 
handle &als can't handle change, then no one can. We 
just have to teach the rest of the world how to handle 
serials. 
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CONCURRENT SESSION I: Managing 
Organizational Change I Donnice Cochenour 
Pieter S.H. Bolman, President, Academic 
Press: "Change Within and Change Without: 
the Structural Adaptation of an STM 
Publisher" 
Bolman addressed organizational change strategies in the 
publishing world. describing how technology and market 
changes affect planning. He began by describing the 
effects of technological innovation within society. 
Technology is one of the driving forces for change in OUT 
society, and companies, including publishing companies, 
have gone out of business as a result of technology 
changes that were not anticipated. These changes were 
relatively sudden: until the current technological 
developments, little had changed for publishers since 
Gutenburg. Such a stable environment is unlikely to 
repeat itself, yet publishers have little technology in their 
skill-sets and are basically intellectuals who buy the 
needed technology through contracting for printing, 
typesetting, etc. 
New technology can add value, but it also can subtract 
value, depending on the end-user's specific noads. The 
user must compute the added value and the subtracted 
value to determine whelher to use the new technology. 
Boiman feels there is no subtracted value great enough to 
stop the implementation of new electronic technology in 
the scholarly communication process, so it is important 
to prepare for the change. 
Because technology influences not only the way 
Academic F'ress is organized but the way the whole 
industry is organized, Bolman decided that Academic 
Press should identify needed changes by examining those 
changes in a context larger than just within his 
organization. Functions are organized around the 
technology used, so technology changes will affect the 
whole indushy. It is from this perspective that change 
must be planned for and implemented. In order to ddine 
the importance of technological change to one's business, 
a clear understanding of the company mission is 
important. Academic Press is "in the business of 
fulfilling the active and passive information needs of 
research workers." The terms "active" and "passive" are 
used in the Dutch sense: "active" means the right to 
elect; "passive" means the right to be elected. An active 
need for the researcher is to uncover and share (publish) 
new information; a passive need is to read others' work in 
order to petform. 
The researcher actively needs a variety of outlets for 
accredited publication of research results categorized by 
subject, perceived audience, quality and prestige: i.e. a 
journal. The researcher passively needs access to the 
archives of earlier publications. Publishers add value by 
..making appmpriate journals available. organizing and 
maintaining accreditation and quality control, archiving 
with appropriate bibliographic control, creating an 
ofticial source for document delivery, and making the 
information public. Libraries add value by collecting, 
classifying and giving acmss to past work which makes 
future work possible. Bolman emphasized that 
publishers' and libraries' missions are very much 
intertwined. Technology which causes changes to one 
will very much affect the other, so both must be 
examined together. We must look at the whole cycle of 
scholarly communication to study and plan for change. 
For example, a library's decision to use document 
delivery instead of subscribing to a journal will affect the 
price of subscriptions and copyright fees. Isolated 
decisions aren't really isolated and will have 
repermssions. 
Since the three participants in the scholarly 
communication cycle (scholar, publisher, library) are not 
pan of the same organization, no one can control these 
changes through "top-down" managerial decisions. The 
participants must voluntarily engage in joint experiments 
in order to establish which system configuration adds the 
most value for tk researcher and subtracts the least. 
Academic Press has recently added the position of 
Electronic Publications Director. The person filling this 
position has experience as both a publisher and scientist. 
He knows enough about technology to make clear what 
he wants to accomplish and does not use technology to 
solve a problem that doesn't exist. He reporb directly to 
the CEO. formulates strategic plans covering all 
interfaces in the chain of author--publisher- 
printer-networks-librarians-ders. He will formulate 
pmposals and joint experiments, develop standards, and 
also deal with business, economic and legal issues. 
Bolman feels this position will provide the active 
leadership necessary to overcome the resistance and fear 
of change within the organization. Gradually each 
department will develop its own expertise to deal with 
their mission using the new technology. 
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Bolman emphasized that Academic Press is open to 
experiments with librarians regarding CD-ROMs, 
networking publications, and site licensing. He feels it 
is essential to realize that publishing is likely to go 
through a "paradigm shift' that affects the indushy as a 
whole and we (the triangle of researcher--publisher-- 
librarian) should organize for the change. 
Mary Elizabeth Clack, Serials Recorda 
Librarian and Staff Development Officer, 
Harvard College Library: "Managing 
Organizational Change: the Harvard College 
Library Esperience" 
Clack began her presentation by describing major 
projects that have resulted i n  changes at her library: 
implementing an automated system and implementing a 
strategic planning process that resulted in the 
reorganization of the Cataloging Services Department 
into teams. She was also appointed to the half-time 
position of Staff Dcvelcpment officer as a direct result of 
the strategic planning process. These events, and 
anticipated changes yet to come, have led to the creation 
of a staff developmeat program to support the pmccss of 
change at Harvard College Library. After setting the 
stage with these examples, Clack discussed thc nature of 
organizational change today. myths about change, coping 
shategies to employ in a changing environment, and the 
role of leadaship. 
Clack described change as ongoing, occumng at an 
unprecedented rate, and unpredictable, difficult to 
anticipate or manage. Change is not an event, but a 
process. Using an illustration from William Bridges' 
book, the blpgtpf 
CItaugs, Clack described the proccss in thme stages: the 
ending, the neutral zone, and beginnings. The ending 
stage is where people identify what they might lose 
because of the change and what they can preserve from 
the old onla. The neutral stage is one of confusion, but 
also energizing and creative for some. This stage is 
narSSary and can't be rushed or true transition won't take 
place. The beginning stage is whue p p l e  am ready to 
address thc new order in a constructive way. 
Change is both personal and systemic. On the personal 
level, p p l e  will react differently based on their 
perception of the change. At the organizational level. 
change causes a ripple effect. It is easy to ignore 
interrelationships. causing fragmentation that can be 
deadly, like the patient who had five operations at o n a  - 
. .  
each operation was a success but the patient died of 
shock. Clack listed some common myths about change: 
the concept of change as a planned, linear process that 
can be controlled; the expectation of a visionary leader 
who can anticipate and initiate change; and that stable 
organizations still exist. Clack found two authors that 
present change models which don't rely on the myths 
described above. 
In , Ralph Stacey says that 
future directions arc unknowable and we can't rely on thc 
stability of the past. We must accept the paradox of 
stability and instability within the same organization and 
allow strategic directions to emerge. New maps will 
result as a part of the process. We should not expect 
fully charted maps in advance. 
In ' , Margaret Wheatley 
prefers a holistic approach to change that values 
relationships and connations between parts. She finds 
value in the unpredictability in chaos, in the blurring of 
functions, snd the constant interweaving of functions and 
relationships. Wheatley applies the concept of field 
theory to organizations. She considers mission, vision, 
and values as fields which underlie all that happens in the 
organization. In this approach, information is dynamic 
(in-formation) and capable of creating structure. If all 
staff have access to information and are allowed to 
participate in discussions. the organization will be 
"swimming in many interpretations" and thc result will 
be a rich and diverse sense of the organization's activity 
and future direction. 
Using these concepts, Clack outlined some strategies for 
managing change: 
-Find balance between extremes by incorporating 
paradox into our thinking 
-find ways to anticipate change 
-Make strategic planning an integral part of ongoing 
-Involve staff at all levels of the organization 
-Understand that the product is the process, more like 
a compass than a road map for change 
-Support training that incorporates the team process 
and problem solving rather than stressing technical skills 
-Provide a forum for clarification and discussion of 
Work 
organizational values 
Clack described a series of activities used at Harvard 
College Library to clarify their organizational values and 
aspirations. She stressed thc need for a statement of 
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shared values to emerge from a discovery proccss rather 
than by indoctrination. 
Finally, Clack identified two types of leaders: the 
hierarchical leader (formal) and roving leader (informally 
evolving). To create an environment that enables 
change, the hierarchical leader must identify and support 
the roving leader and be willing to follow him or her. 
Clack concluded that implementing these-strategies will 
make our "organizations more hospitable to change and 
OUT collcagues better equippcd to embrace it" 
NASIG 9TH ANNUAL CONFERENCE 
CONCURRENT SESSION XI: Reports from 
the Frontiers of Change I Amlra Aaron 
I found the concurrent session entitled "Frontiers of 
Change" to be. one of the more innovative and 
thought-provoking experiences of the conference. All of 
the talks f o c d  on change and risk-taking and contained 
a challenge to the members of the audience to take some 
risks in their own professional lives and i n  their own 
institutions. 
Sharon Cline McKay, Product Manager, 
Dynix Marquis, lnc.: "Wanted: Information 
Manager: New Roles f o r  Librarians and 
Vendors" 
I n  her talk, Sharon Cline McKay used her own career to 
demonstrate the variety of positions and environments in 
which we as librarians can use our information skills. 
McKay has held various positions, working for libraries, 
information centers, utilities, and vendors of subscription 
services and automated systems. She is presently 
P d u c t  Manager for Dynix Marquis and skcssed that this 
is not an "alternative career" for a librarian, but just one 
of the many typcs of jobs in the information field which 
requires our skills and knowledge as library and 
information professionals. 
McKay's presentation centered on the similarities and 
differences between working in a library and for a vendor. 
She noted that we have a basic disbust of colleagues that 
have "gone over" to the vendor environment and that we 
seem to especially resent salespeople. She questioned 
why this should bc; the field is bettcr off with librarians 
employed by vendors and as long as we need to purchase 
items and sewices, we need salespeople to sell them to 
us. Similarities between working in library and vendor 
environments include the following: we are all 
information managers and members of the information 
chain; we pmvide services for end users; we participate 
in professional associations; and we make use of our 
skills and background in information science. The 
vendor environment differs from that of libraries in the 
following ways: Decision-making is faster (usually not 
by committee!); there is a bottom-line orientation; there 
- i s  usually more travel; and timeliness is essential. Why 
work for a vendor? McKay cited some of the following 
reasons: vendors arc on the cutting edge of technology 
and librarians employed by vendors can help shape 
products for the marketplace; there is more autonomy 
(and responsibility); and the corporate environment, 
which operates with fewm committees, is potentially 
more satisfying and leads to a greater sense of 
accomplishment for the right person. Myths about 
working for a vendor include the following: vendors pay 
more; travel is glamorous; everyone will love you; 
you can keep "banker's hours;" there is no stress. 
McKay helped us to dispel some of thcse popular myths! 
McKay next offered some tips on considering and 
implementing career changes. First the librarian must do 
a thorough soul search and decide whether he or she 
would be. content in a corporate environment working for 
a vendor. Networking with the right people and finding 
out about job opportunities is crucial, as vendor 
positions are normally not advertised. McKay advised us 
to build on our strengths; if you have a strong serials 
background. the place to look for a position is probably a 
serials management agency. She stressed finally that it 
is now possible to move back and forth between a vendor 
and library environment; in fact, having worked for a 
vendor, a librarian will likely be even more marketable. 
As a librarian who has also moved easily between library 
and vendor environments, I especially enjoyed McKay's 
talk and agreed with her premises. I hope that she 
inspired several of the librarians in the audience to at 
I w t  consider pursuing a career outside the traditional 
library setting. 
At the end of her talk, McKay recommended the 
following article for further reading: "Extending the 
librarian's domain. a survey of emerging occupational 
opportunities for librarians and information 
professionals" I prepared for the Special Libraries 
Association by Forest Woody Horton, Jr. (SLB 
-: no. 4). Washington, DC, 
Special Libraries Association, 1994. 
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Susan Lewis, Online Projects Manager, Johns 
Hopkins Universiiy Press: "From Earth to  
Ether: One Publisher's Reincarnation" 
Susan Lewis, Online Projects Manager at Johns Hopkins 
University Press, described the transformation process 
which occurred at the Press in the change from traditional 
paper to electmnic publishing, when it was decided to put 
all 40 journals published by the Press online running 
under MOSAIC. The prototype was named Project 
MUSE and consists of 47 online articles; to which was 
added a search engine and color illustrations. MOSAIC 
was chosen as the interface since one can add text and 
annotations while reading the article. and also for its 
graphics capabilities. Two major decisions w m  taken at 
the beginning of the project. First, the Press made a 
firm decision to offer electmnic journals at less cost than 
print journals. Secondly, the Pnss took a new approach 
to the publishing process. They worked together with 
the librarians and computing center staff as partners, all 
representing the end users, instead of maintaining the 
traditional seller and customer relationship. 
With these decisions made, five major areas of work were 
identified, and Lewis discussed concerns and solutions in 
each of these areas. Some of her conclusions were as 
follows: 
1) Marketing and market readiness. Staff fmm the Press 
provided consulting and education for the campus 
librarians, determined the library's readiness to handle 
access to full text, made hardware and software 
recommendations, dc. End-user involvement was sought 
and users can give feedback online to the publisher both 
about design and content of the electronic journals. 
2)  Rights and permissions. The Press identified two 
disadvantages from the library's point of view of 
publishing journals solely in electronic form: 1) if the 
library stopped subscribing, there would be no holdings 
to report; 2) if the publisher went out of business, all of 
the archives would be lost. It was thus decided that 
unlimited use of the data for full subscribers could be 
made, both internal and also for Interlibrary Loan. 
Central archiving of the electronic data would be allowed, 
and it proved more efficient for the end-urn to retrieve 
the item directly from the central server rather than to go 
through the library. 
3) Determining true costs. This is still being worked on; 
the project obviously needs to be cost-effective. The 
costs of producing the first copy still remain in electronic 
format, but the costs of reproducing additional copies can 
be greatly reduced. The Press still thinks that they can 
sell the electronic journal subscriptions for less, hut there 
will not be as many subscribers in the fmt few years, so 
it is expested that costs will go down further with more 
subscribers later on. 
4) Pricing stnrtegy. As the start-up costs are very high, 
it is unlikely that price reductions will be e n  in the 
first few years. Lewis discussed the issues of how 
practically to price and collect licensing fees and 
payments. Models looked at were site licenses or a 
subscription price. Librarians prefer the subscription 
price model, regardless of size of enrollment or propsed 
audience. Publishers need to set conwrvative estimates 
and yet the high prices put off potential customers. 
Decisions made regarding price w m  the following: 1) 
Individual rates will be lower than those for the printed 
journals; 2)  Subscribers to the entire database of journals 
will receive a discount; 3) Charter subscribers will 
receive the first year free and guaranteed discounts for a 
number of years. 
5 )  Staffing concerns. Lewis discussed the need to hire 
staff for new positions which didn't previously exist, 
such as systems managers and technical support 
specialists. She has needed to meate new job descriptions 
and to develop different kinds of expertise among her 
Staf f .  
In general, she stressed that university libraries need to 
become partners in the use of networked digital 
technology for electronic publishing and this will 
strengthen the process of scholarly communication. She 
then gave an impressive demonstration of Project Muse 
and provided the following URL for access: 
HllT:llmuse.msejhu.edu. 
Johann Van Reenen, Head, UBC Life Sciences 
Libraries, University of British Libraries: 
"Library Culiures in Conflict: Exploring New 
Roles for  Librarians" 
Johann Van Reenen's talk was thought-provoking and 
original; it certainly challenged many of the 
assumptions commonly held by the library community. 
He sassed  that we need new ways of thinking and asked 
whether we were really exploring these new ways. There 
is a need for our profession to change and to rethink the 
"information economy." He maintains that we can no 
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longer be in the business of providing free information 
and that our traditional core services will be in conflict. 
Librarians have always conducted a "search for 
excellence." but Van Reenen questions whether we can 
still continue to do this. Ours is also an aging 
profession and there is an unwillingness to take risks at 
the middle or end of one's career. Often we use excuses 
such as lack of funding to prevent change. 
Van Reenen notes that librarianship has been largely 
successful as a profession and has become solidified in 
its thinking, for example: ownership above all. 
information must always be free, etc. We have hired 
certain personalities to further our perceived goals. We 
have achieved functional specialization and fragmentation 
and haven't worried about the "whole" resul t  We have 
also decided that we know what's best for our patrons 
without asking them. 
We need to change from a culture of solidity into a 
culture of resilience and overcome our organizational 
learning disabilities. The resilient personality values 
versatility, improvisation, networking versus hierarchy, 
and sees mistakes as a sign of learning. Resilient 
personalities view a track record of consistent success as 
an indication that a chance for learning was being 
avoided. Van Reenen provided some practical steps for 
effecting change in our culture. He stressed the future 
roles for librarians as information facilitators. providers 
and integrators - in general, as "knowledge servers." 
More specific future roles should capitalize on our 
strengths and include being providers of electronic 
information services, change agents, institutional 
publishers of local information, electronic consultants, 
stimulators of creativity in our organization, organizers 
of knowledge and negotiators of information needs, 
teachers/instructors, faculty liaisons, and systems 
designers. He also provided a list of competencies needed 
in the eltctronic information environment, covering 
personal characteristics, basic skills, general knowledge, 
and specialized knowledge. 
How can librarians change their environments? Van 
Rccnen smsses the need to create and manage conflict 
and not just to strive for being polite to each other. We 
need to try out new paradigms and do some serious 
risk-taking. We need to allow mistakes as a natural part 
of learning-this will allow the "resilient" instincts 
within all of us to emerge. Some ptople may need to be 
left behind and dealt with as changes happen. Change 
can start a the bottom levels even if the higher levels 
don't want to change. Van Reenen talked about his 
practice of hiring new staff who have non-traditional 
views and personalities. 
Librarians need to act as members of the business world. 
He gave the following definitions: one's power base is 
how you report; one's political base is how you 
network; one's effectiveness is how your services are 
organized and delivered; and all together this constitutes 
YOUR DELUENCE. 
According to Van Reenen, serials librarians should be 
designing the new access systems and will be the public 
service librarians of the future. He certainly gave us all 
something to think about! 
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CONCURRENT SESSION 111: Professional 
Advice on Handling Change I Lin Hagea 
Judy Clarke, Owner, Judy Clarke and 
Associates: "Understanding Transition: the 
People Side of Managing Change" 
One of the most talked-about sessions at NASIG 1994 
was "Understanding Transition: the People Side of 
Managing Change" presented by Judy Clarke. It was a 
good followup to Linda Moore's earlier sessiou, "Getting 
Past the Rapids." and made several references to that 
session. Clarke's theme was that our personal and 
professional success depend on our ability to change. As 
the owner of Clarke and Associates, an organizational 
consulting firm with former clients including the US. 
Forest Service, the Portland Police Bureau and chc Faxon 
Co., and a teacher of numerous college courses. Clarke is 
wellqualified to speak to us on transition. 
Clarke pointed out that we had been hearing plenty about 
what is changing in our field. It is also important to 
focus on how to adjust to change. She differentiated 
between change (which is external and may happen 
quickly). and transition (which is internal and happens 
slowly: "Who am I now that my world has changed?"). 
She stressed the seriousness of the distress caused by 
change. "Change" requires that we let go of "what was." 
The more we have identified with "what was" the harder 
it will be to make the transition to "what is." The major 
reason that organizations that introduce change fail is that 
they fail to acknowledge that people are losing 
something. Organizations can help their members to (I) 
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consciously choose to have change bring out the best in 
themselves and, (2) "make an ending" to what was. of 
the ending does not have our "permission." it is harder to 
let go.) 
Clarke described the phases of transition, what can go 
wmng in this process, and where and how we can get 
stuck. Many of us, as we listened, thought not only of 
job-related changes but also ofour personal experiences. 
Haven't we all been "stuck" at some point in our lives? 
As the scssion pmgrased we were instructed in how to 
"commit" to change and how to "manage" change by the 
way we respond to it. (A life lesson hen: optimists live 
longer and are more successful!) 
Clarke's handout was definitely a keeper and one that 
many of us are sharing with colleagues at home, and her 
parting words were moving and uplifting. She said that 
we let other people influence so much how we feel about 
ourselves. If we would focus more on ourselves each one 
of us would be a better "model" and be far happier. 
NASIG 9TR ANNUAL CONFERENCE 
CONCURRENT SESSION IV: Real People 
and Virtoal Libraries / Sberyl Williams 
Susan A .  Cady, Associate Director f o r  
Technical  Services ,  Lehigh Universi ty  
Libraries, Bethlehem, Pa.: "At Ease in 
LiberSpace " 
Lehigh University is a firm believer in 
computer-mediated communication technology, 
exemplified through the development of LiberSpace, "the 
remotely accessible databases and services of the Lehigh 
University Libraries." The campus is wired, dorm 
rooms. houses, faculty offices. and 250 public access 
terminals are available for adventuring in LiberSpace. 
Nearly three dozen databases are currently available from 
anywhere on campus. Daily logins--nearly 10,ooO in 
January, 1994, alone--are exceeding those of 1993. New 
capacities e immediately consumed. 
The effect of this "agile library" on staff and users is to 
force a necd to leave old paradigms behind and adjust 
swiftly to change. The virtual library produces a 
codependency of sorts: people become very dependent on 
technology, which results in an unhealthy relationship 
with equipment and software. When this equipment and 
software is down, the effect is that of closing the 
building or mis-shelving a book. It is increasingly 
unacceptable for staff to rely on technicians to do some 
things; everyone is expected to understand some of the 
technical aspects of LiberSpace. 
Lehigh gives constant attention to staff development to 
enable all levels of staff gain this understanding. 
Downsizing, however, results in increasing difficulty in 
k i n g  staff from other duties for education and training. 
Staff rely on classes available through computing 
services; these classes tend, however. to be aimed at the 
highly computer literate. Classes are also available 
through PALINET. Cady acknowledges that it would be 
helpful to have staff upgrade skills on their own time; 
educational benefits arc available. This, however, can 
raise difficulties, for there. is a fine line between personal 
life and professional development 
Internally. LiberSpace has had an effect on the 
organizational structure of the libraries. In 1995, the 
libraries will be merged with the computing services 
department. Organizational changes which would occur 
through the development of LiberSpace are not being 
undertaken at this time, as they would be inappropriate in 
light of this merger. 
The effect of LiberSpace on the user varies with the 
experience of the user. Users prefer having the actual 
resources, not just the indexes. As the saying goes, "It's 
about convenience, stupid." LiberSpace is more 
convenient, but also more complicated. Databases with 
no user limits have allowed more creative uses of 
instruction; for example, students may request assistance 
from librarians and other staff members. It appears that 
reluctance on the part of librarians to respond may be 
dependent on the length of time the librarian has spent 
with print materials as opposed to electronic materials. 
Users express enthusiasm towards LiberSpace, yet 
students and faculty remain committed to the library and 
print materials. They still want the library open more 
hours, more copiers, and more journal subscriptions. 
Marion T. Reid, Dean of Library Services, 
California State University San Marcos: "The 
Human Side of the Virtual Library" 
Reid pointed out that Nicholas Wade, writing in the W 
states that technology does change society, 
but on a scale of decades, not years. While technology 
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drives change, we cannot change to ways which are 
inconsistent with our values; we must be both skeptical 
and visionary about the future. 
In  2001, the college freshman will have characteristics 
such as: they will be direct, wanting instant gratification; 
they will have no spiritual leadership; they will be 
consumer-oriented; they will & to assert themselves to 
be notice4 two-thirds will have mothers working outside 
the horn; 20% will have k e n  bwn out of wedlock; they 
will have no patience; they will want everything. 
At the same time, the workforce in the year 2000 will be 
characterized hy much greater levels of diversity. 
Librarians will notice this diversity more, as they move 
into the older specbum of workers. 
And in the year 2000, we will still need library 
buildings. despite the claims of those who insist we 
won’t in the age of the virtual library: currently only 
240-596 of scholarly information is in electronic format. 
By the year 2000, there will still be only 10% in this 
format. 
The virtual library has dimensions, and these dimensions 
yield relationships. Staff can be either onsite or remote. 
users can be either onsite or remote, and information can 
be either onsite or remote. The relationships range from 
all three being onsite, to all h e  being remote and 
connected through some communication device. How 
will librarians relate to someone they don’t even sec? 
According to Reid, this question is already being 
addressed. It is possible at this time to accomplish 
something without being face-to-face with another 
individual. One example is authors meeting and working 
on the Internet. A forced situation which developed 
earlier this year was the suppofi offered by Pacific Bell 
following the earthquake in Northridge, California 
California State University is about to open its 21st 
campus at the old Ft. Ord site. Reid has been involved 
in one of the working groups, comprised of individuals 
she was largely unacquainted with. Bemuse of initial 
elcctronic communications, this working group coalesced 
quickly through the early stages of committee 
development, and wcrc ready to begin work immediately 
when they finally did get to me& face-to-face. 
The effects of the capability of remote access, generally 
from the home, are both positive and negative on staff. 
Output is higher, because an individual is able to 
concentrate, without the interruptions of co-workers. 
Home ceases to become a refuge, however; and the 
workday stretches longer than eight hours. Working at 
home may mean a more difficult start, or it can mean 
that it is more difficult to stop. It can also be difficult to 
carve out a specific work-time, particularly if other 
family members are present 
Future issues which must be faced will include which 
staff members will work from remote locations. and what 
is the institution’s responsibility for ergonomics at 
remote locations. The onsite staffhemote user 
relationship must address questions such as who will be 
respmsible for conncnions and how this mt. differs from 
that of the onsite staff and the onsite user. 
New staff members will present management with 
concerns of being acculturated and incorporated into the 
organization; these new members must know, must buy 
into. and must support the organization. 
Finally, reward smcturcs must be developed to reflect the 
new relationships between onsite and m o t e  staff. users, 
and information. Managers must develop the measures 
for solutions to these issues. 
Human contact remains very important even when 
working on the Internet The virtual staff member won‘t 
be totally isolated; it is not unreasonable to expect to be 
working together onsite at least part of the time. We 
need to relate to the person we can’t sce; we still need to 
know who it is we arc working with and for. 
Discussion following Reid’s presentation: 
Participant: Is the assumption that staff is only 
connected by [typed] characters? What about visual 
connections? 
Reid: It depends on the relationship with the work 
group. Visual connections will need more than large 
screens, but there is also a need to be together. 
Pad;eipant: How do you encourage undergraduates not 
to depend on convenience? 
Cady: You have to work along with the faculty to 
encourage students to go beyond the convenient 
resources. 
Participant: Is Ariel still being used? 
Cady: We ace continuing to use Ariel. and find that 
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more libraries are using it. 
Participant: What strategies are being employed to 
encourage staff to accept that they won't have human 
contact? 
Cady: We do not perceive the situation as having less 
human contact; staff are still coming to work. Voice 
mail has a different character, as does e-mail. There is an 
advantage in not being bombarded by human contact. 
Participant How do you keep from being bombarded 
on the Internet? 
Rekt Users have a main s e t  connection through a TV 
channel. If the uscr meds to know how to connect, they 
can ask Reference. Reference staff reports one or two 
questions per week from individuals with home PCs, 
asking how to connect, but not asking reference 
questions. 
Cady: It has been found that the Internet has allowed 
disabled students to have a social life over the net, in 
addition to theii academic life. 
Participant Would the majority of library staff choose 
to telecommute? 
Reid: Yes; we have two power-books and they are being 
used. We are setting up mechanisms to have them 
charge long-distance calls; this is more of a need of 
directional scrvice. If it is needed, we will support it. 
Participant: Has the use of the OPAC by faculty and 
students decrrascd the need to use the Referem desk? 
Cady: Desk coverage is never decreased. LiberSpace 
now serves long-distance users quite well. along with 
those who want to ask questions when they are thought 
of, no matter what time of day or night. We have a 
guaranteed turn-around time of 24 hours; the bulletin 
board is emptied twice each day. Users can request a 
refezace interview. 
Participant How do y w  do checkin at home? 
Reid: Some things are unrealistic to change; the 
opportunity may not be there. 
Participant What is the union voice in this; does this 
have to be negdated? 
Reid We have an unusual situation. We have new staff 
not involved in the union framework. 
Cndy: We are not unionized. 
Participant: What are the group dynamics of groups on 
thc Internet? 
Reid: You can't see the body language. Decisions may 
become more complex because of delays in response and 
other questions which are formed and then must be 
relayed. 
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CONCURRENT SESSION V: From Cutter 
Handmaids to Cyberspace Guides: The Future 
*f Catalogers I Connie Roberts 
How will cataloging change in the near f u ~ r e ?  Is there a 
future for cataloging? AII three. session speakers saw a 
continued, even intensified, need for catalogers' linking 
and organizational skills but all three predicted dramatic 
changes in the way these skills will be exercised. 
Regina Reynolds, Head, National Serials Data 
Program: "Tools f o r  a New Age: an 
Overvie w 'I 
Reynolds painted some magical images: catalogers of 
the fuNre wearing virtual reality headsets and weaving 
subject headings with a sensor glove. That image is 
futuristic to be sure but the technology which promises 
to revolutionize cataloging already exists: expert 
systems, Standard Generalized Markup Language 
(SGML), imaging technology, and relational databases. 
SGML in particular will provide a way to speed up 
descriptive cataloging by electronically marking standard 
elements of a document. SGML can be applied to a 
digitized version of a print document as well as 
documents issues in electmnic form. 
Paul Weiss, Systems Librarian, National 
Library of Medicine: "Getting the Expert into 
the System: Expert Systems and Cataloging" 
Weiss outlined factors to be considered when considering 
whether a given cataloging process is suited to an expert 
systems approach. For example, attempts to develop an 
expert system for Library of Congress Classification are 
more likely to be successful than similar attempts to 
"automate" ACCR2 Chapter 22 (Headings for Persons) 
because the former is a relatively self-contained domain 
while the latter relies heavily on intuition and practical 
knowlujge. 
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Daniel Pitti, Advanced Technologies Projects 
Librarian, University of California, Berkeley, 
" S G M L  and the Transformation of 
Cataloging" 
Pitti sees the cataloger's ability to distill, organize and 
inter-relate information as the key to taming the current 
chaos on the Internet. The major tools in this effort will 
be SGML along with the development of standard 
Document Type Definitions and the implementation of 
IS0 12983. Pitti encouraged catalogm to play a leading 
role in the development of relational databases using 
hypertextandhypermedia 
This short synopsis docs not do justice to the almost 
mind-boggling array of ideas presented at the session. 
What seems clear is that, as Regina Reynolds assuted, in 
the future there will be a continuum of ways to create 
bibliographic records ranging from the fully automated to 
the carcrully handmade. 
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PRECONFERENCE: Internet  Tools and 
Resources: an Electronic Buffet I Nancy 
Chaffin 
The preconference opened with a welcoming address by 
Birdie MacLcnnan, Serials Coordinator, University of 
Vermont. Marilyn Geller, Serials Cataloger. MIT 
Libraries, addressed the participants, explaining that this 
preconference helped to fulfill the Electronic 
Communications Committee's mission of education. 
General Session: 
The fmt speaker scheduled was Jacqueline van Dyk, 
Systems Librarian for North Vancouver District Public 
Library. Van Dyk was unable to attend, but Nancy 
Hannom of the Legal Resources Center of British 
Columbia had agrecd to take Van Dyrs place, 
Hannum focused her discussion on some of the more 
current and pressing concerns in information access, 
particularly information policy issues. The citizens of 
British Columbia have enjoyed a Long history of W o r n  
of infomation. That freedom has been recently 
threatened by efforts to establish policies that would 
allow the government of British Columbia to sell 
information. Lobbying at the federal level by the 
for-pmfit information industry is attempting to distance 
the information industry from librarians. To date, these 
efforts have been unsuccessful, but the struggle 
continues. 
Hannum then discussed some of the issues surrounding 
the efforts by the information industry and by libraries. 
Several assumptions about the nature and ownership of 
information arc being challenged. There appears to be a 
shift from public to private information providers, 
partially due to a shift of power and funding in portions 
of the public sector, such as schools, libraries, and 
museums. The future of information has been compand 
to a monoculturc of vegetation. Heretofore. there was a 
variety in information sources and providers. As 
information becomes more privatized, however, this 
variety is becoming lost. Hannum pointed out that just 
as variety is necessary for a viable ecosystem, so it is for 
a viable infosystem as well. 
The most important question when formulating a 
governmental information policy is: Is there a 
fundamental right to information? The battle lines arc 
being drawn between those who view information as a 
public right for all and those who see information as a 
commodity to be bought and sold. For both government 
and the information industry, it is becoming imperative 
that a true information policy be developed. Libraries 
should be acutely aware of, and participate in, the 
formation of these policies. Hannum illustrated the 
concepts of information policy with examples of recent 
changes in the packaging and marketing of information 
originally generated by public funds, in both Canada and 
the United States. The for-profit information industry. 
knows that infomation quals wealth and power. Is this 
a well-kept secret? Lack of public participation in 
developing governmental information policies seems to 
indicate that it is. 
Not only traditional print. but electronic sources of 
information arc part of the information chain. Hannum 
discussed the FrttNet movement in North America. This 
is a free. public access community service, cumntly 
established at 33 sites. Hannum showed a videotape 
about one freenet in Illinois. Frecnets arc Secn as the late 
Zoth-ccntury's answer to the public library movement of 
the late 19th century. When print litcracy became high. 
and the costs of books became relatively low. the 
environment existed in which free-from-fee public 
libraries flourished. Now, when computer literacy is 
becoming higher. and the cost of quipment is becoming 
lower, the environment may exist in which free-from-fee 
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electronic access to information (freenets) can flourish. 
The second speaker was David F.W. Robison, 
Educational Documentation Specialist for NorthWestNet. 
Robison has been active in electronic publishing for 
several years. He is the editor of IRtcrnetPassoon, 
currently in  its 5th edition, and is the author of Bu 
-, 
Robison focused his presentation on clientlserver 
computing and its applications, and electronic 
publishing, and how these two are linked. 
Robison began by discussing what clientlserver 
computing is: The "client" is the initiator of a request. 
This request is made on a local or "host" computer. The 
request is made of a "server" at a remote location. The 
Server then sends the answer back to the client. 
Examples of current clientJserver application in 
publishing are electronic mail, where desktop e-mail 
software connects to a mail server; gopher, where a 
desktop gopher client connects to a gopher server; and, 
more recently, World Wide Web, where a desktop client, 
such as MOSAIC, connects to a Web server, or can 
connect to other Internet resources. Advantages of 
clientkerver computing are greater flexibility and an 
interface that is separate fmm the data, so that a user only 
needs to leam one system. Disadvantages are that 
clientlserver computing requires at least 8 MB RAM, 
high processing speed, a large disk capacity, and a high 
speed (minimum 9600 baud) communication capacity. 
Robison explained that these requirements are why most 
clientlserver systems are built around UNM. 
Electronic publishing is using clientlmer computing in 
several applications, particularly for soliciting 
subscriptions and delivering their products. Using 
gophers, electronic publishers make several titles 
available. Counterpoint Publishing offers an electronic 
version of the ' , with enhancements, 
for a fee, although this product can be previewed for frec. 
NctCetcra is a weekly newsletter on NorthWestNet's 
gopher. As of June 2,1994, this newsletter was not yet 
up. but was expected to be shortly. EJectronic 
Newsstand makes parts of magazines available, such as 
tables-of-contents and letters to the editor, as well as 
information on subscriptions and obtaining back issues. 
Using World Wide Web, titles such as G h h U & x d  
W and E k d  magazine are accessible. 
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Electronic formats and access are changing the models of 
publishing. Full-text documents can be made available 
as text only, or with graphics. Readers can choose to 
download or just display. "Teasers" are being developed, 
which are selections from issues or documents, also 
available as text only or with graphics. Publishers now 
make their catalogs available electronically. listing their 
offerings in both print and electronic form. Needless to 
say, updating thcse catalogs is scamless and dynamic. 
New formats are also changing some of the paradigms in 
the publishing industry. Publishers and their customers 
must develop new pricing structures, such as "renting" a 
title, or licensing for multiple users. Monographs can 
now be continuously updated, perhaps blurring some of 
the distinctions between serials and monographs. The 
possibility even exists of group authoring after initial 
publication, 
These changes cause concern for both the publishing 
industry and those using their products, including 
librarians. How will copyright be protected? How will 
publishers collect payment, and when? How is the 
integrity of the document protected? How do users find 
what thcy want? How will quality be dctcrmned? There 
are, as yet, no firm answers to these questions. 
What does the future hold? Robison envisions more 
traditional publishing firms entering the electronic 
publishing business. Electronic publishing consultants 
will emerge, as those new to the game begin to play. 
Libraries may become archives and servers of 
information, or users may bypass libraries entirely and 
"pay per view." Academic libraries will collaborate with 
their university presses in the dissemination of scholarly 
information, and librarians will become "virtual 
assistants." helping users navigate on the information 
highway. The shift in information is coming, and 
libraries and librarians need to anticipate and 
accommodate the shift to insure their place in  the 
information industry. 
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Breakout Session I :  
Maggie Rioux,  Acquisi t ions Librarian, 
Marine Biological Laboratory/Wood's Hole 
Oceanographic Inst i tute  Joint Library: 
"Tunneling through Cyberspace in Search of 
Adventure: An Introduction to Gopher" 
Rioux began by giving a brief history of gopher 
systems. A gopher is a menu-driven clientlxrver system 
developed at the University of Minnesota in 1991 (hence 
the name). One of the most attractive features of 
clientlserver technology is that the client and server are 
actually linked only during the time that a query is being 
communicated, or a response is being sent. This greatly 
increases the capacity of a server to assist multiple users, 
since the limited number of connections to a server are 
only being used for fractions (usually) of a second. This 
is a "grab and release" model. Also, a gopher is menu- 
based. Each menu item is a pointer, to either actual ftles 
or to submenus. Menu items are one of four types: a 
directory (meaning other menu), indicated by "I" at the 
end; a text file, with no punctuation at the end; a telnet 
gateway (actually connecting the user elsewhere), 
indicated by "4EW at the end; or a search engine 
(prompting for a query), indicated by "?" at the end. 
Rioux then discussed some of the features of gopher 
clientlservers. Bookmarks are private files of pointers to 
the various gophcrs an individual uses often. When 
using a shared gopher ctient, users e-mail documents or 
files to themselves rather than downloading. Generally 
there is no mouse support for a gopher, but that is 
changing-NOTIS WINgopher offers mouse support. for 
example. Gophers can be mounted on public access 
clients, even dumb terminals, since users can e-mail 
documents to theii home e-mail. 
Several navigation systems exist for gophers. 
Bookmarks, already mentioned, send users to favorite 
gopher sites. Veronica and Jughead arc search programs 
developed for gophers. Veronica can search all of 
gopherspace, and gives Boolean search capability. 
Jughead searches a prebuilt table of menu items 
established locally. 
Access can be from a F'C or even a dumb terminal, as 
long as there is a direct Internet connection, telnet 
software. and the basic information for the set up, 
including IF' address. The client software itself may be 
on a shared computer. 
Rioux's presentation included three handouts to support 
the novice gopher user: "VERONICA: A Finding. Tool 
for Gopherspace" provides a basic overview of 
VERONICA and how to use it; "Interesting Gopher 
Resources" is a list of various resources available 
through gppher clientlservers; and "Selected References 
for Later Investigation" is a bibliography of books and 
online references to familiarize the user with gophers. 
Breakout Session 2: 
Eric Celeste: "Digging Your Own Den in 
Cyberspace: A Gopher Construction Kit" 
Eric Celeste provided an introduction to setting up and 
maintaining a gopher server. Celeste explained that 
gopher servers are essentially a way of publishing 
information on the Internet. Benefits of gophers are that 
you needn't wony about people's accounts (in terms of 
size, for example); you can provide navigational aids 
along with the content; information is provided 
efficiently. with a small load on your machine; and 
VERONICA indexing makes gophers uniquely 
searchable. While World Wide Web is gaining 
popularity, there is still a role for the gopher, as gopher 
clients are more universally available at this point. 
In explaining how the clientlserver architecture of a 
gopher works, Celeste used the metaphor of a travel 
agent as an intermediary between a ~raveller (the client), a 
travel agent (server), and an airline (the source of 
information). The same overlapping of roles and 
interactions of queries and responses occum when a plane 
reservation is being made and when a gopher server and 
gopher client interact. 
Ccleste discussed thc swcture., maintenance. and politics 
of gopher building, and laid out several helpful guidelines 
to encourage succcss. In terms of structure, data should 
be organized effectively; for example, there should not 
be too many items in any one menu, and it is helpful to 
have an "about" menu item at the top of each menu to 
explain the scope of the data included in the menu; some 
kind of name authority should be used; and initial articles 
should be deleted from titles, to allow for propex sorting. 
In terms of maintenance, Celeste emphasized that it is 
essential to check the links regularly to see. that they 
work, and lead to a valid resource. There are now 
programs available that can automate this checking 
process. 
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As far as the political aspects of gopher building, Celeste 
believes that it is important to remember that when you 
create a gopher you are representing your entire 
institution. You should also keep in mind that you will 
need cross-functional involvement by systems staff, 
reference staff, and technical services staff, and should 
involve as many people as possible in the process, and 
keep everyone updated as to the staNs of the project. You 
must set aside plenty of time to get this work done; you 
can't expect to do it "on the side." It is critical to get 
high-level support. To get this kind of support, show the 
administration a comparable institution's gopher and let 
them see what can be done. or begin with a focused 
project that will have visibility and immediate impact; 
then expand from there. 
Celeste concluded his overview of how to build and 
maintain a gopher by describing ways to keep up with 
the technology by reading gopher lists such as "gorllib." 
Breakout Session 3: 
Ann L .  Okerson, Director, Office of 
S c i e n t i f i c  & A c a d e m i c  Pub l i sh ing ,  
Association of Research Libraries, and David 
L .  Rodgers ,  Direc tor  of Electronic 
Publishing, American Mathematical Society: 
"Come Into My Parlor, Said The Spider: 
World Wide Web and the MOSAIC Interface" 
This introduction to World Wide Web and the user 
interface called MOSAIC was given by Ann L. Okerson, 
Director, Office of Scientific & Academic Publishing, 
Association of Research Libraries, and David L. Rodgers, 
Director of Electronic Publishing, American 
Mathematical Society. Although World Wide Web 
(www) requires more sophisticated hardware and more 
software, and is therefore more expensive to initiate, the 
capabilities of the protocol are making WWW a hot 
topic. MOSAICAVWW is a clientlserver (MOSAIC is 
the client; WWW is the server) that allows a variety of 
media, including graphics, to be. packaged together. This 
makes WWW very attractive to electronic publishers 
competing for the growing e-market. Online publishers 
arc striving towards the goal of providing information 
access anytime, anywhere (that there is a computer). in a 
usable form. These publishers hope to provide dynamic 
information resources, accommodate updating and 
collaboration, and make the dissemination of information 
closer to the point of time of knowledge creation. To this 
end, electronic publishers arc looking to clienthewer 
architecture such as gopher and WWW. Gophers can 
serve well for text-only documents, but separate files 
need to be created for graphics. Publishers are examining 
WWW and such innovations as HTlT servers (Hypertext 
Transmission Protocol, rules for communication of 
information), HTML (Hypertext Markup Language, a tag 
set to code text and give hypertext links in material to be 
retrieved), and URL (Uniform Resource Locator. 
providing pointers for retrieval) as the tools to 
accomplish their goals. Some journals are currently 
published in WWW versions, and have features not 
available in their ASCII or gopher versions. 
Rodgers and Okerson explained some of the 
distinguishing features of WWW. Multimedia 
capability, embedded hypertext links, and potential for 
interactive applications are some of the more exciting 
aspects of WWW. Limitations exist, however. For 
WWW, these include: HTML is of limited use for 
scientific information; at present, there is no support for 
mathematical expressions or tabular material; URLs are 
useful only if you know them and how to use them. For 
MOSAIC, a limited layout capability lessens its ease of 
U S .  
Okemn demonsaated a document with hypertext links 
on MOSAIC, showing how portions of the document are 
linked. The graphics and power of WWW through 
MOSAIC were clearly evident from the demonstration. 
Rodgers and Okemn demonstrated an enthusiasm for the 
technological innovations available through 
M O S A I C " .  By being able to access electronically 
graphics, sound, and moving images, information seekers 
will find a greater array of chokes than ever b e f a .  
Breakout Session 4: 
Marilyn Geller, Internet Product Specialist, 
Readmore, Inc.: "Communing with Lists: A 
Beginner's Guide t o  LISTSERVs and 
LirtProcs" 
This breakout session, presented by Marilyn Geller, 
formerly a Serials Cataloger at Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology, was directed towards Internet novices. First, 
Geller discussed resources for finding lists to which users 
may subscribe. Some of these resources include the 
now in its fourth edition, 
ARL- 
Charles Bailey's 
-, and NEW-LIST, a moderated 
announcement list. Geller mentioned how to acquire the 
Bailey list electronically. 
. .  
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With overheads, Geller showed how to subscribe and 
unsubscribe to lists, how to temporarily stop list mail, 
how to start mail again, and how to get files from the 
archives of lists. In  addition, Geller talked about 
etiquette for participating in list discussions including 
keeping contributions to the list focused on appropriate 
list topics and not wasting computer resources or other 
subscribers' time. 
She concluded with a brief discussion of some common 
mistakes and how to avoid them. Among the most 
common mistakes are: sending administrative messages 
to the list instead of the listserver, misdirecting replies to 
the list when a response is personal in nature, and setting 
list options to receive copies of one's own message 
contributions. 
Breakout Session 5: 
Marilyn Geller, Internet Product Specialist, 
Readmore, Inc.: "(Almost) Everything Else 
You Ever wanted to know about LJSTSERVs 
and ListProcs" 
In this session, Geller continued her discussion of 
LISTSERVs and ListProcs for more advanced users. 
With the use of overheads, she demonstrated a variety of 
options for receiving mail from a list such as digests or 
indexes. She atso discussed a variety of ways in which 
users can set their own options for the amount and kind 
of information they wish to receive from a list. In 
addition, Geller demonstrated the kind of information that 
can be. retrieved from list headers such as the owner's 
name and e-mail address and how the. list archives z e  
broken down. 
Geller then addressed the issue of how to search for 
information in list archives and a few of the ways that 
such search can be narrowed down using Bookan search 
operators and qualifying date ranges. In closing, Geller 
talked about some good housekeeping tips for 
subscribing to lists, including keeping a printed record of 
which lists a user is subscribed to and the name of the 
listowner or contact person in the event of a problem. 
NASIG 9TH ANNUAL CONFERENCE 
CATALOGERS' INFORMAL DISCUSSION 
GROUP MEETING I Beverley Geer-Butler 
Margaret Meting and Beverley Gem-Butler. cochairs 
Approximately thirty people attended the Catalogers' 
Informal Discussion Group Meeting on Thursday, June 
2. The meeting was moderated by Beverley Geer-Butler 
(Trinity University) and Margaret Mering (University of 
Nebraska-Lincoln), 
1. CONSER REPORT: Jean Hmns, Acting CONSER 
Coordinator at the Library of Congress. reported on a 
recent meeting of the CONSER Policy Committee. One 
of the primary topics was the definition of a core record 
for serials. Policy representatives endorsed the concept of 
the core record, but also agreed to keep minimal level 
records within the scope of the program. The CONSER 
core record would require authoritative headings and at 
least one subject heading but classification would not be 
lequirrd. 
More specific details will be discussed by the CONSER 
Operations Committee. The proposed CONSER core 
record will be posted to COOPCAT and SERIALST in 
October for comment from all serials catalogers. 
CONSER also has started a project to investigate the 
feasibility of having other institutions perform 
maintenance on CONSER records. For example, 
participants are adding closing datm and linking notcs to 
ceased titles. The participating institutions are the 
University of Kentucky, the University of California at 
San Diego. Vanderbilt University, the University of 
California at Irvine, and the University of Buffalo's 
Health Sciences Library. Thc project will continue until 
early 1995. 
2. USE OF THE INTERNET BY CATALOGERS: 
Steve Oberg (University of Chicago) started the 
discussion by mentioning a survey done by Judith 
Hopkins, list owner of AUTOCAT, on how catalogers 
use the Internet. A summary of her survey was posted to 
AUTOCAT last year. More recently, Carol Walton, list 
owner of COOPCAT, gave a presentation on a similar 
theme at the 1994 Annual Conference of the Ohio Valley 
Group of Technical Services Librarians. These incidents 
lead to the idea of discussing th is  topic at NASIG. How 
are we as serials catalogers making use of the Internet? 
How are we applying the Internet to help us in our 
everyday cataloging work? Several examples of Internet 
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usc were given by members of the audience. Jean Hirons 
and Regina Reynolds of the Library of Congress Serial 
Record Division noted that LC staff have used the 
Internet to identify cataloging copy for Thai and Dutch 
serials by searching Internet accessible library catalogs. 
LC staff have the ability to cut and paste records from 
remote catalogs into their system, however, this raises 
the issue of fair use of cataloging copy from other 
libraries. LC is considering the need for negotiating 
access to and use of such records. Steve Oberg of the 
University of Chicago mentioned using a workstation 
with direct Internet access and Windows to open up 
separate windows for a local cataloging session, locally 
mounted files (e.g. LC NAQ, and LOCIS to facilitate 
cataloging. His library receives MARC-S records via 
tapeload, which results in a time lag for receiving 
upgraded CONSER records with full LC authenticated 
description, call number, and subject headings. If the 
MARC-S record is a minimal record. it is often quicker 
and more efficient to search LOCIS to see if it has since 
been upgraded, and add in the necessary elements to beef 
up the minimal record (e.g. call number). With this 
approach, records which previously required an original 
cataloger to complete can instead be processed by a copy 
cataloger. 
Finally, the role of catalogers in development of Internet 
tools and resources was briefly discussed. Many 
catalogers present were either working as part of gopher 
development teams in their libraries, or were interested in 
doing so. Catalogers' expertise in organizing complex 
information can and should be applied in this new area. 
An audience member made the point that serials 
catalogers in particular are well-suited to this task, given 
their familiarity with sorting through difficult linking 
relationships and the ever-changing character of serial 
publications. Threads from these points and others were 
continued in several forums throughout the NASIG 
conference. 
3. CATALOGING FULL-TEXT ELECTRONIC 
FORMATS: Pat Frade (Brigham Young University) 
stated that her library has received the CD-ROM title 
"Computer select" which contains approximately 69 
full-text titles. After many discussions on how to 
catalog this, it was decided that for titles for which they 
already had paper copy. the library would just add the title 
as a second copy. For those titles which the library does 
not have, a brief record would be created. (A brief record 
would save the cataloger some time.) The main record 
would be for the CD-ROM title "Computer select" and 
all the records for the full-text titles would have the note: 
AVAILABLE ON CD-ROM 'COMPUTER SELECT'. 
Pat asked the members of the discussion group to state 
how their libraries were handling this and other products 
such as the UMI database which contains about 900 
full-text titles. One idea that was bought up was that it 
would be just as easy to derive full MARC records for 
the full-text titles than to have brief records. Someone 
else discussed that this problem is similar to microform 
sets which contains X numbers of titles that catalogers 
can't handle (because of time restrictions). An ideal 
solution to both of these problems would be for the 
publishers to provide full MARC records for these 
products @ut th is  is probably an unrealistic possibility). 
4. SERIALS CATALOGING EXPECTATIONS OR 
HOW WE RESPOND TO "UNORTHODOX" 
REQUESTS AND CHALLENGES TO OUR JOBS. 
(The question was submitted by Sharon Scott, University 
of Nevada, Reno; discussion led by Beverley 
Cner-Butler.) Serials cataloging expxations seem to be 
changing as fast as everything else in the library field. 
For instance, we [at University of Nevada, Reno] have 
been asked to think about adding catalog records for items 
which we do not own but which we can provide through 
ILL or other document delivery services. Members of the 
group mentioned that for many years libraries have 
included CRL. (Center for Research Libraries) records in 
their catalogs. They are available only by ILL and this 
fact is somehow indicated through the catalog or public 
services personnel. More recently, gopher and Internet 
services have brought more serial titles into the library 
and decisions about controlling and providing access to 
them have been made or are being considered. 
5.  OBSOLETE PLACE NAMES IN SERIAL 
UNIFORM TITLE QUALIFIERS: Carroll Nelson 
Davis of Columbia University led a discussion on 
possible problems associated with serial copy cataloging 
and obsolete place name headings in qualifiers of serial 
uniform titles. One example is the title "Klio (Leningrad, 
R.S.F.S.R.)." which was cataloged by CONSER in 
199C: Subsequently. the place name headings changed to 
"Saint Petersburg (Russia)." If cataloging were done 
today, the uniform title would be "Klio (Saint 
Petersburg, Russia)." This heading change and uniform 
title are typical of many others, especially in recent 
Y a .  
The following questions were considered: How obligated 
are copy catalogers to put uniform title qualifiers into 
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current catalog-entry form when bringing a serial mord 
into the local catalog for the first time? To update 
retrospectively qualifiers in existing catalog records? 
Does changing qualifiers locally =ate access problems 
by making different uniform title entries in local catalogs 
and in CONSER? Those at the meeting generally agreed 
their institution would not commit resources to convert 
serial uniform title qualifiers retrospectively -- certainly 
not on a comprehensive scale and.perhaps not even an 
encounter. Machine conversion is not practical, since no 
MARC subfield coding makes uniform title qualifying 
terms separately addressable. Series headings are a l iely 
exception. This discussion also raised a question about 
the intent of the LCRI 25.5B instruction to use 
catalog-entry forms as uniform title qualifiers. Does it 
protect a necessary consistency between uniform title 
qualifiers and established beadings -- or is it just a 
relatively simple d w t i o n  for forms of qualifying terms, 
whose only essential function is to create uniqueness? If 
the former, then the problems discussed are real. If the 
latter. then guidelines could he broadened to allow 
superseded forms as qualifying terms, as long as 
uniqueness is preserved. In that case. series and serial 
uniform title convasions problems could be avoided. 
NASIG 9TH ANNUAL CONFERENCE 
DRA CUSTOMERS DISCUSSION GROUP I 
Maggie Rionx 
There were approximately twelve people attending from 
six or eight libraries. We were also lucky to have 
Cynthia Sherman, acqlserials product specialist, in 
attendance this year. A lot of the discussion consisted of 
her answering our questions! Three of the libraries had 
serials pretty much fully implemented and some were in 
the middle of implementation (a process which goes on 
indefinitely. I think). Only a couple of libraries admitted 
to using the subscription PO functions in acquisitions 
for theii financial management. 
New serials users were interested in preparation for 
implementing: decisions to be made, defaults, and the 
best order in which to add titles. Vendor training was 
strongly recommended as a way to help the users to be 
able to think through these decisions. One library was 
interested in the feasibility of getting another library's 
pattern records so they wouldn't have to create theiir own. 
Cynthia said that DRA could write custom programing, 
but any arrangements would have to be between the two 
libraries involved. The difficulty is in matching pattern 
to title--& DBCNs will be totally different. 
Electronic invoices (EDI, X12): Cynthia said that the 
standard has been set. but that there are lots of 
platform-specific issues involved. Serials claims will be 
put into ED1 first, then purchase order transactions. 
There are a lot of picces required, but DRA is working on 
it. 
We also talked about needs in the serials module and 
what is forthcoming. Version 2.4 is due in the fall of 
1994 and will include a routing module. It will also 
include the ability to look at any invoice information 
attached to a title without leaving serials. 
Version 2.5 will have a bindery control module and will 
be a major release for acquisitiondserials. It may also 
include the ability to scan in SISAC barcodes. The goal 
is to produce the highest priority piece possible within 
the release's time frame. Bindery is higher priority than 
routing, but could not be completed by fall 1994. 
There was discussion on the need to be able to handle 
seasons better. They are too closely tied to quarterly. 
Also we need to be able to have more than one 
enumeration for a given level (i.e., multiple repeating 
levels which don't nest within one another), so that an 
issue could have a date (month), an issue number, AND a 
season. There are still programming difficulties with 
respect to the seasons and also with the three-per-month 
frsquency. 
Acquisitions enhancements in 2.4 were briefly touched 
on. The user will be able to invoice an item which is not 
on a purchase. order by linking the invoice line item 
directly to the bib record. There will be a new way to 
close invoices to facilitate deleting them. For electronic 
ordering, there will be a way to specify a particular 
modem and baud me. 
I think it was a fruitful discussion. As I said above, we 
were fortunate to have Cynthia at the conference to 
provide answers to some questions. We've come a long 
way from two years ago in Chicago where we couldn't 
even muster an infonnal discussion p u p !  All we could 
manage was breakfast at the same table for about five of 
us. Next year at Duke, we should have thousands at our 
group. Right? 
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NASIG 9TH ANNUAL CONFERENCE 
INFORMAL DISCUSSION GROUP FOR 
DYNIX USERS I Marie Cousineau 
Again this year, we were able to hold an informal 
discussion group for Dynix users. Co-chaired by Diane 
Raines and myself the group held two meetings; one on 
Thursday afternoon and the second at lunch on Friday. 
Aiier proposing the followingagenda: new release 140. 
control of monographic series, publication patterns, 
Vista and NuAcq, the discussion revolved mostly around 
publication patterns. Several suggestions were pmpsed 
such as using the alter option and adjusting the original 
pattern ratber than creating a new one. Curiosity about 
the new release and the major changes were presented by 
Raines. The enhancements of the new release are mostly 
for the cataloging module. However. we were. told to 
look out for an accelerated search option in SCKI, the 
possibility of control for monographic series, and a new 
user guide. 
Some of the changes for cataloging will include full 
MARC authorities and the possibility of monographic 
Scries being attached to a main nxord. 
Raines also explained Vista. Library users can access 
journal citations as well as full-text databases. 
The group varies from members that already are fully 
operational on Dynix, to members that have recently 
q u i d  Dynix or Marquis. 
The discussion ended with my presentation of the 
Canadian NuAcq in which yearend, budget control, and 
the new look were of interest to several members. 
NASIG 9TH ANNUAL CONFERENCE 
DYNIX MARQUIS INFORMAL DISCUSSION 
G R O W  I Jay Harris 
The DYNlX Marquis Informal Discussion Group was 
attended by a fairly small group; Sharun Cline McKay, 
Product Manager from DYNIX Marquis, was unable to 
attend because of an illness in the family. This was 
unfortunate and hindered the discussion as none of the 
attendees had much, if any, experience with using the 
systcm on a daily basis. lay Harris & Kristina Iljin had 
recently received training on using the various system 
modules but their library had not yet converted its 
database. Ibc other attendees were either in the process 
of looking at automated systems or their institution was 
contracted but not very far along in the conversion 
pIOCeSS. 
Harris and Iljin discussed their somewhat limited 
knowledge of the Marquis system and answered questions 
as best they could. General questions about the serials 
module and other modules were discussed. Comparisons 
to other systems in use were generalized. 
NASIG 9TA ANNUAL CONFERENCE 
NOTIS USERS INFORMAL DISCUSSION 
GROUP I Jennifer Marill 
Convener: Susan Davis, co-cbair, NOTIS Serials SIG 
Susan passed out a list of sites currently using LSER; 
there are approximately 20 sites. Contact Susan for a 
copy of the list. 
The NUGM conference will be held in Chicago Oct. 
27-Oct. 29. Susan reviewed a list of serials and 
acquisitions related sessions to be held. In addition to the 
SIGs and Ask the Experts meetings, other sessions 
include: Serials in Horizon, Electronic Interface with 
Rquesters, Acquistions in Horizon. Circulation of 
Serials, Creative Uses of Predictive Check-in Patterns. 
Electronic Interface with Vendors. Serials Receiving in 
LMS. VITLS, and Serials Pace of Spending Reports. 
Contact NOTIS Systems, Inc. (NSI) for full details. 
The meeting was opened up to general discussion and 
qucstions. 
Question: How many users are  logged on to 
the NOTISSER listserv, and why are  so few 
LSER nsers answering posted questions? 
Present LSER users explained that it is often difficult and 
time consuming to respond to LSER pattern questions 
via e-mail. Mary McWithey of NSI encouraged users to 
call her directly with pattern problems. Resolved 
problems should then be posted back out to NOnSSER 
for all to benefit 
Discussion then focused on the new NOTIS system, 
Horizon. Corrie Marsh of NSI explained that 
approximately 314 of the work on the acquisitions and 
serials modules in Horizon has been completed. The 
Horizon general release will be sometime i n  
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SeptemberlOctober - about one month prior to NIJGM. 
Come further explained that there will be a mapping of 
data from LSER to Horizon, with a resource file (or 
snapshot) of current order records available on Horizon. 
She encouraged ALA attendees to come by the NSI booth 
and obtain the document "Migration Document for 
NOTIS Customers" for more details. At this point, it is 
unknown how many current NOTIS customers will be 
migrating to Horizon, as those decisions will be made at 
higher levels. Horizon pricing will be competitive with 
other vendor systems. A future release of Horizon will 
include binding and routing functionality. LMS Release 
5.2 will be available in Decembex '94, and it was noted 
that customers do not need to be on 5.2 in order to 
migrate to Horizon. 
Question: Will specific problems in LSER be 
addressed by NSI? 
Releases 5.1.2 and 5.2 will contain fixes for small, 
reported problems in LSER. Based on recommendations 
from the NOTIS Users Council, there will be no general 
enhancement until other modules are updated. Again, it 
was noted that LSF.R is good only for regular, predictive 
titles. Both the prediction algorithms and lack of 
integration with order records are still serious problems. 
Some sites noted that i t  was probably easier to 
implement LSER directly from a kardex than from 
OPRs. It was agreed that the quality of staff 
implementing LSER was critical to its success. 
Gallaudet U. reported that its public semces and check-in 
staff were quite pleased with LSER. One additional 
problem noted in LSER: the difficulty in knowing the 
shelving location for pre-AACR2 cataloged titles. LSER 
only displays the. 245, corporate bodies do not display. 
SUNY Buffalo (not an LSER user) reportcd that they 
have not had much negative feedback from users or 
public services trying to locate issues. 
Question posed directly t o  NSI: Wha t  
constitutes a major fix o r  simple npgrade? 
For example, the coding of bimonthlies on 
LSER should be fixed as soon as possible 
since it is considered basic functionality. 
At this point in  time, NSI is uncertain whether the 
bimonthlies problem is a simple fm or major upgrade. It 
is best to forward these kinds of questions to Ruth 
Christ, the other co-chair of the Serials SIC. She can 
then forward thesc to NSI to be addressed more formally 
at ALA in Miami. Susan also clarified that the 
NOTISACQ listserv is the official communication 
vehicle for the Serials SIC. The NOTISSER listserv is 
available to informally discuss LSER and serials-related 
questions. 
Question: How easy is it for public services 
staff to use LSER? 
In general, th is  depends on the institution and amount of 
training. For best results, a public services staff member 
should be included in LSER training. so. for example, 
they understand to check the Receipt Status/History for 
expected issues. 
Question: How a r e  current  LSER users 
handling binding? 
It was generally agreed that binding staff should be able 
to review and change the status of checked-in issues. At 
the U. of Delaware, students are marking issues bound in 
LSER before they are sent to the bindery. Other sites use 
the Action Date in the OPR. In general, it is 
acknowledged that LSER was not designed to handle 
binding functionality. Delaware maintains a separate 
system for binding using the RBase software package, 
while other sites depend on the systems provided by their 
bie?y vendm. 
NASIG 9TH ANNUAL CONFERENCE 
NONCOMPETITIVE FUNIRUN WALK 
REPORT I Michael Markwith 
For the second year in a row. the NASIG fun runlwalk 
was both successful and FUN for all who participated. 
This year's course carried us through the University 
neighborhoods, allowed p k s  at Nonh America's most 
striking cityscape (its pcaks and bay), and the conditions 
were perfect-perfect, to those of us who aren't fortunate 
enough to spend most of our time in the Pacific 
Northwest, is cool and no humidity! Kat Mdjrath 
promised the best fun runtwalk ever and she was right. 
The hard-core N M ~  and walken are all grateful to Kat 
for her efforts in insuring the. success of the event. 
Next year's venue provides the same mix of glorious 
neighborhoods and views of the Duke campus, and is one 
of my favorite places to run in the US. However, we 
will have humidity! Think of how warm and sweaty 
you'll be after next year's runlwalk during the bleakness 
of the upcoming winter. Fun indeed! 
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1995196 CALL FOR NOMINATIONS FOR 
NASIG OFFICERS AND EXECUTIVE 
BOARD I M a w  Gordon 
On behalf of the 1994/95 Nominations and Elections 
Committee, the Executive Ofkers, and Executive Board, 
it is my privilege to herein solicit nominations for the 
following terms of oftice. 
Vice-PresidentlPresident Elect 1995196 . Coordinates Annual Conference Program and 
site selection during the tczm of office . Assists the President with committee 
appointments . Carries out duties of the President in that 
off ids  absum 
Fulfills the term of office of President should 
that office become vacant 
Serves as liaison to one or more committees 
. 
. 
Treasurer 1995/96-1996/91 
Prepares all official NASIG fmancial reports and 
Statements . Preparcs annual budget . Coordinates all banking/invcstment activities 
Assures the filing of the organization's annual 
Serves as a liaison to one or more committees 
. 
taxreturn . 
Executive Board Members-at-Large 1995196- 
1996191 (3 to be elected) . Represents general membership on the 
Executive B o d  
Carries out special duties and assignments 
S c ~ e s  as liaison to one or more committees 
. . 
Nominations for the above officcs received by the, Chair 
of the Nominations and Elections Committee on or 
before 5 P.M. (EDST) October 15, 1994 will be included 
in the CommittcCs review process prior to their ballot 
slate rccommcndation to the, Executive Board. 
In addition, in order to be considered for candidacy, all 
individuals whose names are forwarded a) must be 
NASIG members in good standing, b) be eligible for 
consideration according to Article N. Section 2.. Article 
V. Section 2. and Article W. Section 2. of the NASIG 
By-Laws [adopted 4191941 and c) nat be a member of the 
1994/95 Nominations and Elections Committee. 
Ballots with the final slate of nominees, as well as a 
position statement from each, will be distributed to the 
NASIG membership on or before February 15. 1995. 
The membership shall cast votes via these ballots as 
described therein which will be included in the final 
election result tabulations if they are received by the 
Chair of the Nominations and Elections Committee on 
of before 5 P.M. (EDST) March 15,1995. 
Results of this 1994/95 elation will be published in the 
June 1995 -. 
Let me close this call for nominations by asserting that 
it is, in actuality, an APPEAL TO YOU THE 
G E N E U  MEMBERSHIP to maintain the positive, 
forward motion of NASIG which you can greatly assist 
through two actions: 
Fit. bring forth through nomination the names of those 
(perhaps yourself!!) who have evidenced the skills, 
loyalty and unbiased nature of our organization in their 
past contributions to NASIG. 
Secondly, exercise ywr franchise next February/March 
by YOTING ... if the future is in our hands, then the 
choice is ours to make. 
Thank you. 
1994195 Nominations and Elections Committee 
Martin Gordon, Chair (Franklin & Marshall College) 
Judith A. Johnston (University of North Texas) 
Larry R. Keating, U (University of Houston) 
Steven H. Murden (Viiginia Commonwealth University) 
Marjorie Wilhite (University of Iowa) 
Sue Williams (University of Colorado) 
N A S I G  C O M M I T T E E  P R O F I L E :  
E L E C T R O N I C  COMMUNICATIONS 
COMMITTEE I Ellen Finnie Duranceau 
This committee profile is a joint effort between Birdie 
MacLennan, Cochair of the EEC for 1993-94, and 
Marilyn Gcller. Cochair for 1993-94 and Chair for 1994- 
95. Birdie's responses formed the basis of the interview. 
begun last spring, and Marilyn has brought us up to date 
with her thinking about the ECC as current chair. This 
what the two NASIGNET mavens had to say: 
1. What is the  purpose, history and  
composition of the committee? 
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BM: 
The ECC evolved out of an "E-Mail Task Force" that 
was appointed in Feb. 1991 by then VF'/F'res. Elect AM 
Okerson. The charge of the original four-member Task 
Force (Birdie MacLennan. Ann Okerson, Marcia Tuttle 
and Charles Bailey) was to investigate "e-mail" or 
electronic communications and publishing possibilities 
for NASIG. The TF report outlined variaus networked 
possibilities for NASIG discussion list forums and 
publications (including technical resources and support in 
collaboration with the American Mathematical Society) 
and recommended the formation of a group, or 
Conur&k..  to implement the possibilities (cf. "NASIG 
Report from the E-Mail Task Force" 
Ncwslcner 6:no.4 (Sept. 1991): 19-21). The ECC was 
formed at NASIG's 6th Annual Conference in San 
Antonio in June 1991. The first order of the new 
thirteen-member committee was to survey the 
membership to determine who had access to electronic 
services and what types of electronic services pebple 
would like to see. E-mail addresses were also gathered 
from this survey. The commimee later divided up the 
surveys alphabetically by last name, and manually keyed 
than into a list, which would later become the NASIG-L 
subsctibe~ listing (a compilation of all known electronic 
addresses for the membership). Thus, NASIGNET was 
first launched in March 1992, when NASIG-L was 
brought online. 
The committee turned over for the fmt time in June 
1992. We added about 15 listserver (later to become 
listprocessor) discussion forums for each of NASIGs 
standing committees and working groups, and launched 
the NASIG gqher. By June 1993, we had established 16 
discussion list forums and a gopher - complete with the 
1992 PrDcecdinns , Bylaws, and several issues of & 
-. 
The purpose of the ECC is to encourage and enable the 
use of electronic communications throughout the 
membership -- both as a tool for conducting 
organizational business and as a means of informing the 
membership about the activities of the organization; to 
educate and inform the membership in regard to the use 
and potential of electronic communications media in 
general, and NASIGNET (the organization's electronic 
communications forum) in particular; and to coordinate 
efforts with colleagues and supporters at the American 
Mathematical Society to plan, develop. implement and 
maintain r s o u ~ ~ e s  on NASIGNET. 
The ECC works closely with Dave Rodgers and Kevin 
Curnow of A M S  systems support. We meet once a year 
at NASIG, in person. and maintain very productive 
virtual ties via e-mail throughout the rest of the year. 
MG: 
For 1994195, the committee includes: Donnice 
Cochenour (Colorado State University), Ann Ercelawn 
(Vanderbilt University), Marilyn Gel1e.r. Chair (Readmore 
Automation), Kate Herzog (SUNY - Buffalo), Betty 
Landesman (George Washington University), Birdie 
MacLennan (University of Vermont), Steve Oberg 
(University of Chicago), and Maggie Rioux (Woods Hole 
Oceanographic Institution). Our Board liaison is Jean 
Callaghan (Wheaton College). And we continue to work 
closely with Kevin Curnow of the American 
Mathematical Society who has been our list 
administrator and support person from the beginning. 
Dave Rodgers is no longer with AMS,  but continues to 
be active in electronic publishing and in NASIG. and he 
remains an incredibly generous source of support, 
2. What is the scope of the committee's work 
and how is the work organized? 
BM: 
Much of ow time and energy goes into collaborating and 
coordinating maintenance and service for NASIGNET 
services. We are currently maintaining 16 active 
listservers for various committees, as well as NASIG-L 
(the membership forum) and are regularly updating and 
monitoring the gopher with new publications and 
features to highlight. 
Since our missionlcharge also encompasses an 
educational purpose, we spent a significant amount of 
time this past year putting together a training manual, 
WSBcvond. and planning a series of plenary 
sessions and workshops for this year's preconference 
program at UBC, "Internet Tools and Resources: An 
Elect~unic Buffet." 
MG: 
This year, we arc trying to focus on creating routines for 
the tasks that the committee has taken on. In the 
beginning it seemed that the ECC was trailblazing -- 
while we were learning how to trailblaze! Now we 
would like to concentrate on establishing procedures to 
discharge ow responsibilities and to train new committee 
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members. We hope this will give us some continuity 
over time. 
With 'The Electronic Buffet" behind us. the committee is 
now working on refining ideas for programs that focus 
on electronic resources for next year's conference. This is 
very much a collaborative effort. We trade messages on 
our committee list, building on each other's ideas. 
Someone may toss  out a kernel of an idea, and others 
will add dimension and depth to the idea. This is 
electronic networking at its finest! 
3. What  has been the greatest challenge for 
the committee and  bow did the committee 
meet the challenge? 
BM: 
The greatest challenge was getting NASIGNET off the 
ground. We were truly fortunate in finding technical 
expenise and a willing partnership with Dave Rodgers 
and the American Mathematical Society and the suppon 
they have given us in offering NASIGNET a place on 
theii I n m e t  node. 
The next greatest challenge was keying in about 435 
hand-written names and electronic addresses for 
NASIGNET's subscriber base and launching NASIG-L. 
Another key challenge was in organizing NASIG 
publications (i.e., fmt the 1992 and then the 
issues) on the gopher server, and 
learning how to translate printed resources to an 
elamonic network environment. 
The committee met each challenge with the dedicated and 
willing efforts of many people working together for a 
common goal -- to make organizational information 
freely available to members of NASIG. Each of the 
ECC membexs, along with the talents of Dave Rodgers 
and Kevin Curnow in A M S  systems, made the services 
and resources on NASIGNET possible. 
Everyone involved demonstrated the impottant assets of 
patience and a willingness to experiment with new ideas 
and technologies. 
MG: 
It was this combination of patience and willingness to 
experiment that allowed the ECC to make challenges 
into adventures. The individuals who have made up the 
ECC over the past few years have sought out 
opportunities to learn more and have to come to a deeper 
understanding of the possibilities. In so doing, we have 
developed skills that allow us to take on more 
responsibility for NASIGNET. I hope we have become 
gracious guests and reliable partners for our A M S  hosts. 
4. What has been the committee's most 
significant acromplishment  o r  greatest  
success? 
BM: 
Bringing up NASIG-L and more than 16 other discussion 
list forums for committee and task force work; Mounting 
NASIG publications on the gopher; Learning how Unix 
mailing list and gopher software work. and teaching other 
committee members how they work (i.e., passing along 
knowledge and responsibilities); Putting the training 
manual, -together from start to 
finish, and having it camera ready for the printer; and 
planning and participating in two very exciting NASIG 
preconference workshops related to elechonic networking 
and publishing (i.e., Brown and UBC preconferenccs). 
MG: 
In a way, having our members read this column in 
advance of the print newsletter represents a great 
achievement. Most NASIG members will have received 
an e-mail message from NASIG-L about the availability 
of this newsletter issue on our gopher, and many will be 
able to read it there because of the documentation and 
training the ECC has provided. This rapid access to 
NASIG information is a most significant 
accomplishment. 
5. What is the most rewarding aspect of the 
committee's work? 
BM: 
Getting the opportunity to interact with lots of wonderful 
colleagues and contacts at NASIG and AMS and 
receiving feedback on our work - i.e., having people tell 
us they like what we are doing and/or offering 
suggestions for ways we might do it better. 
MG: 
And learning new skills that will be so important for 
serialists in our day-to-day work. 
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6. Is there anything the committee does that 
the membership would be surprised to learn is 
done by the committee? Have there been any 
unusua l  incidents you could tell t h e  
membership about? 
BM: 
There are lots of behind-the-scenes activities in 
maintaining the lists and the gopher. The most unusual 
incident occumd when the NASIG-L subscriber list was 
overlaid by the "alias" or alternate address file ... luckily 
we had a backup file on hand! We non-techie types arc 
still mystified by the phenomenon of mail loops on 
NASIG-L, and are glad the most recent software upgrade 
has made them less likely to happen in the future. 
MG: 
There was also the time that I mortally wounded the 
NASIG gopher! I was in a hurry; that's the dark side of 
"the speed of electronic communication." I was careless 
and managed to remove a lot of files that shouldn't have 
been removed. Dave bailed me out by retrieving the 
system backup. But I learned a few good lessons. Dave, 
I promise that I will never recursively remove dot files 
using a wildcard EVER AGAIN! 
7. What is involved in maintaining NASIG-L? 
The Gopher? 
BM: 
NASIG-L requires constant care and feeding by the 
primary owner. who must contend with and decipher 3-5 
error messages for every message that goes out on 
NASIG-L (keep those e-mail addresses current, please!). 
It also requires close collaboration with the chair, or 
another memk of the Directory & Database Committee, 
who forwards new members' names and electronic 
addresses andlor any updates and changes to an ECC 
liaison (usually a backup listowner) who adds or updates 
addresses on the subscriber List. The primary listowner 
also gets cc'd on most requests to the listprocessor and 
generally helps people who are having difficulty setting 
mail options to postpone mail, digest, w n d ,  etc. 
Listowners arc also responsible, at the start of each 
NASIG yuu,  for coordinating new committee members' 
names and e-addresses on each of the committee lists. 
Usually, several members of the ECC help round up 
current names and addresses for updating each 
committee's subscriber listing. 
We are also responsible for purging non-renewed 
members on NASIG-L once a year (the moral of this: 
pay your NASIG dues on time and keep your 
membership current, please). 
MG: 
There's a lot that goes on behind the scenes of the 
NASIG gopher also. To put files into the NASIG 
gopher, we have to get them first. Last year, Kathy 
Schmidt of the Newsletter Editorial Board did a fantastic 
job of getting each article to an account on the e-math 
machine. And Gail McMillan got the bulk of the 
proceedings tiles to us. Then there's lots of file 
manipulation, renaming files, organizing them into 
subdiictories, and transferring them to the gopher. The 
last step is creating a sort of "instruction file" for each 
~~bdirectorv and file so that the gopher server displays 
them in a more friendly way. 
8. What new directions 
taking? 
BM: 
do you see the ECC 
Much of our energy needs to be used in continued 
maintenance and services and in continuing to focus on 
education (perhaps in conjunction with Continuing Ed?); 
updating the NASIGNET manual, and mounting it on 
the gopher. We need to explore new technologies (Web 
server?) and new services (index for the gopher?). 
Mostly, I'd like to see the ECC keep on doing what it's 
doing and finding ways to improve and build on that with 
input and enthusiasm from new members. But really 
this is Marilyn's call. 
MG: 
One of the wonderful things about our organization's 
collection of electronic services is that it gives the 
memkrship a "safe" place to learn about new tools and 
resoyras. For that reason, it's important for the ECC to 
keep abreast of new developments and to provide a 
mechanism for members to experiment and gain an 
understanding of what's out there. 
9. What one thing would you like to tell the 
m e m b e r s h i p - - o r  p o t e n t i a l  c o m m i t t e e  
members--about the ECC? 
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BM: 
Electronic communications and technologies are 
changing the landscape of scholarly publishing. Through 
the dedication and hard work of volunteers, NASIG has 
developed an innovative electronic community of its 
own, with many opportunities to explore and learn about 
the electronic frontier. The possibilities are. endless. The 
ECC is always interested in hearing comments from the 
membership and we are always on the lookout for new 
and enthusiastic volunteers to help us in our endeavors. 
MG: 
Wouldn't it be wonderful if the electronic services that 
keep NASIG running and provide an "experimental 
playground" for our members. encouraged publishers to 
publish electronically, vendors to distribute 
electronically, and librarians to collect electronically? 
And wouldn't it be wonderful if we collectively moved 
se-rials into the future? 
10. Do you have any other comments to add? 
BM: 
We encourage you to learn and experiment on 
NASIGNET. Get involved! Give us your feedback! 
Think things you might wish to contribute and consider 
volunteering for an opening on the ECC. 
MG: 
IDEAS! Send us your ideas; tell us what you want to 
see more of or what you'd like to do or how we could 
make something better or ... 
LIBRARY SCIENCE STUDENT GRANT 
COMMITTEE: REPORT FROM GRANT 
RECIPIENTS I Margaret Mering 
This year. six library science students were awarded 
NASIG Library Science Grants. The grants c o v d  the 
cost of their mom, board, transportation. and registration 
to the 1994 NASIG conference at the University of 
British Columbia and membership dues for a year to 
NASIG. The students were: 
Elizabeth Isabelle (Rosary College) 
Kay G. Johnson (University of Pittsburgh) 
Cheryl Middleton (Louisiana State University) 
Trina Richard (University of Toronto) 
Cindy Shearrer (University of Missouri) 
Jennifer D. Yeaple (Simmons College) 
Each of them completed a survey about attending their 
first NASIG Conference. Below is a sample of their 
responses: 
W b y  do you feel it is worthwhile for students 
to attend a NASIG Conference? 
"The educational experience coupled with the opporhlnity 
for wide-spread networking is something graduate school 
cannot provide (certainly not in one weekend!)." 
"For potential serialists, attendance at the NASIG 
conference is important because it highlights the variety 
of job opportunities in the area of serials, such as in 
those with vendors of serials and serial control systems." 
"Attending a conference the six. of NASIG, around six 
hundred participants. is a wonderful way to meet other 
people interested in serials. without being overwhelmed 
by the sheer size of the conference and the number of 
attendees." 
How did attending the conference benefit you 
personally? 
"Attending the conference gave me a greater 
understanding of the complexities of serials and the 
opportunities that are available to someone who is about 
to start their professional career." 
"Watching the people involved gave me a better 
understanding of how conferences work (lots of people, 
lots of time, lots of cooperation) and how they are 
planned (it takes about a year and stellar organization 
skills)." 
"Overall, I gained an appreciation about learning and 
networking opportunities at NASIG, put faces to the 
authors of library literature, and came to the realization 
that confmnces can be intense, exciting and exhausting." 
Did attending the conference Influence your 
career plans? 
"Amnding the conference ninforced my plans to pursue a 
careez in serials cataloging. I now feel more confident 
about this decision and about my preparation for this 
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work in this area." 
"Yes ... One of the nasons that I had hesitated to really 
commit myself to serials was my perception of the lack 
of opportunity to work directly with the library user in 
providing access to serials. The conference proved my 
perception to be wrong. There appears to be great 
opportunity _.. to bccome involved in organizing and 
providing access to -traditional serial sources and 
electronic sources.*' 
"Yes, I now have a much more defined idea of what I 
would like to do once I graduate. I am much more 
interested in documents and electronic serials than I was 
before heading to Vancouver." 
What suggestions do your have for  the 1995 
NASIG student grant program? 
One student responded that a mentor relationship with a 
NASIG member at the conference would be helpful. 
Another rccipient felt the education a student gains at the 
conference is extremely valuable and wonders if NASIG. 
in cooperation with the library schools. could arrange a 
way to obtain a &it hour toward theii degree. To earn 
mdit ,  the student would need also to complete more 
rescarch and follow up work after the conference. Two 
students offered suggestions on improving 
communications with the grant recipients. A final 
suggestion was that paraprofessionals who have worked 
with serials for a number of years and who may not have 
the oppomnity to pursue a graduate library degrec be 
eligible to apply for the grant. 
Additional comments o r  suggestions: 
"I just want to say thanks very much to everyone at 
NASIG for the opportunity to attend the conference. I 
know the experience has helped me to plan out what I 
would like to do in the future and more prepared to face 
the changes that will occur in the world of serials." 
"I salute NASIG members, not only for their 
professionalism, hut their commitment to the 
professional development and mentoring of recent 
entrants into the field." 
"The workshops werc very informative and the evening 
activities were a lot of fun. Someone told me that the 
NASIG conference was like a summer camp for serialist, 
and I a p e .  I am already planning on being at Duke next 
June!" 
ABOUT NASIG MEMBERS 
TITLE CHANGES I Carol MacAdam 
[Note: Please report promotions, awards, new degrees, 
new positions and other significant professional 
milestones. You may submit items about yourself or 
other members to Carol MacAdam. Contributions on 
behalf of fellow members will be cleared with the pcrson 
mentioned in the news item before they are printed. 
Please include your e-mail address or phone number.] 
Mayor Amin, formerly General Manager, Market 
Research at Pergamon Press is now General Manager, 
Market Research at Elsevier Science. Mayur can be 
reached at M.AMIN@EL-SEVIER.CO.UK, or at 44 865 
843464. 
******* 
Robert Cleary is now Serials Acquisitions Librarian 
at the Miller Nichols Library, University of Missouri. 
Kansas City, MO. Robert is responsible for periodicals. 
continuations, and binding at UMKC. Robert was a 1993 
student grant recipient at NASIGs 8th conference at 
Brown University. During the time he was completing 
his Library Science degree at Rutgm University in New 
Jersey, Robert was Bibliographic Specialist at Princeton 
University Library. He can he reached at 
CLEARYR@SMTPGATE.SSB.UMKC.EDU or at 
(816) 235-1548. 
* * * * 
Tina Feick. Senior Serials Specialist for B.H. 
Blackwell Ltd.. is the recipient of the annual 
BowkerKJlrich's Serials Librarianship Award. 
Announcing the award. Bowker wrote that Tina "was 
selected as the 1994 award winner for her demonsaated 
ability to educate people about serials, her consummate 
professionalism, and her proven capacity to succcssfidly 
bridge the vendor-librarian world. She is regarded as a 
serials specialist who is able to approach the serials 
information chain from a variety of paths to the mutual 
benefit of librarians, vendors. and publishers." The 
BowkcrNtrichs Serials Librarianship Award is provided 
by R.R. Bowker and awarded by the American Library 
Association. Its purpose is to recognize those who have 
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shown leadership in serials-related activities. Tina's 
Internet: FEICK@BNAhfF.BLACKWELL.COM 
******* 
Marilyn Geller, formerly Serials Cataloguer at the 
MIT Libraries, has accepted a newly-created position at 
Readmore. She became Internet Product Specialist for 
Readmore on August 1,1994. Marilyn reports that in her 
new role she will be developing products and services 
that support access to electronic resources for members of 
the serials information chain. She will also be exploring 
Readmore's opportunities to provide services on the 
Internet. Her new address is: 436 School Street, 
Belmont, MA 02178. Marilyn can be reached by phone 
at (617) 484-7379, by fax at (617) 484-2629, or by e- 
mail at MGELLJ3RQREADMORE.COM. 
******* 
Linda Golian. Serials Department Head, Florida 
Atlantic University Libraries, was awarded the 1994 
Florida Library Association's Serials Librarian of the 
Year Award. The awards criteria include service to the 
Florida Library Association, a commitment to serials 
librarianship, and professional scholarship. Linda, a 
NASIG member since 1988, was a workshop speaker for 
the 1989 conference at Scripps College and the 1990 
conference at B m k  University. Her FAU phone number 
is (407) 367-3933, Internet: GOLIAN@ACC.FAU.EDU. 
******* 
Joan Griflith. formerly Assistant Serials Librarian at 
Dartmouth. became Director of Systems at the 
University of New Mexico General Library on September 
1, 1993. Joan's position and the Library Systems 
Department are both new. She has spent much of the 
last year assessing systems needs, surveying staff to see 
what is expected from Systems, and in team-building 
exercises in the new department. The department's goal 
is to move toward the virtual library. Joan has been 
helping develop a library gopher, upgrading equipment. 
and installing new software. She finds that the new 
department is able to foster greater cooperation with the 
University Computer Center. Despite sitting on 12 
committees. chairing 4, and becoming chair of SISAC in 
September 1994, Joan is able to make time for her own 
research into jewelled bindings, including a trip to 
London in September to interview an 87-year expert for 
her article. Joan can be reached at JcGo28@XJNM.EDU, 
or at (505) 277-91M). 
******I 
Martha Hill was formerly Serials Cataloger at Georgia 
Tech. She is now Technical Services Librarian at the 
Institute of Paper Science and Technology Library, 
recently pro& to Librarian II. Martha catalogs serials, 
and is systems administrator for the library. She can be 
reached by e-mail at MARTHA.HILL@IPST.EDU, or at 
(404) 853-9531. 
******* 
Maria Lebron was Managing Editor of Qnlh&md 
-, at the American Association 
for the Advancement of Science. On the 1st of Marrh 
1994 she became Associate Publisher for the American 
Physical Society (APS). The APS publishes six 
primary nscareh journals ' throughE. 
Review and one review journal 
.As Associate Publisher 
her primary responsibilities are related to the business 
aspects of the journals program -- finances. rights and 
permissions, marketing and promotion. legal, planning, 
etc. - and the electmnic publishing projects. She is also 
the editor of , a complimentary 
newsletter produced for librarians. information 
specialists, and other individuals interested in the physics 
literature. Maria writes: "This new position is giving 
me the opportunity to explore many areas and learn. two 
critical requirements for me to enjoy my job." Maria's 
address: American Physical Society, One Physics 
Ellipse, College Park, MD 20740.301-209-3202, FAX. 
301-209-0844 Internet: LEBRON@APS.ORG 
. .  
. .  
*I***** 
Joseph Lippincott 111 has been promoted to Vice 
President for Marketing and Sales at Lippincott. His 
former title WBS V.P. of the Journals Department. In his 
new role, Joseph oversees domestic and international 
sales for all Lippincott products. He can be reached at 
(215) 238-4275, 
* * * * 
Michael Markwith was National Sales Manager of 
Faxon's Division of Academic & Medical Libraries. He 
is now Director of Sales for Faxon. His new 
responsibilities include not only Academic & Medical 
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libraries, but also Federal, Corporate, and the sales 
operations in Latin American and Asia-Pacific. Also. the 
internal sales support functions report to Michael as well 
as the sales reprcscntatives. Michael comments: "It does 
make for longer work days ..._ but I'm enjoying the added 
duties despite the current climate in most of the library 
world these days." Michael can be reached at (804) 
320-7837 or (800) 999-3594 X258. Internet: 
@FAXON.COM 
******* 
Charles G. May was Services Coordinator at 
SOLINET and is now Automation Librarian at New 
Hanover County Public Library in Wilmington, NC. 
Charlie is responsible for the library's VTLS system and 
CD-ROM network. In addition, he is Head of Technical 
Services for the main library and the three branches. He 
reports that New Hanover County is an ocean resort 
community and that one of Wilmington's industries is 
movie-making. "Matlock is filmed at the large studio 
in town, and the neighborhood is regularly studded with 
entertainment stars. Charlie's Internet address is 
NHCL-CGM@VXC.OCIS.UNCWIL.EDU and his 
business phone number is (910) 341-4036. 
****I** 
David L. Rodgers, formerly Director of Electronic 
Products and Services for the American Mathematical 
Society, is now Research Scientist at the University of 
Michigan, School for Information and Library Studies. 
He will be working on projects associated with digital 
library and scholarly electronic communication and 
publishing. David's new e-mail address is 
drodgers@sils.umich.edu. 
******* 
Cheryl Scbeer became Head of Technical Services at 
the University of South Dakota's Lommen Health 
Sciences Library in March 1994. She had k n  cataloger 
with the Library Management Network Consortium. 
Cheryl wrts that she likes the diverse responsibilities 
that come with working in the smalkr environment of a 
special library. She does acquisitions, cataloging, 
administration and budgeting, along with creative 
activities in Internet workshops and developing training 
guides. Vancouver was Cheryl's fmt NASIG conference 
and she found it immensely helpful to talk to other 
serials people and to colleagues using the same serials 
system. 
CHCHEER@SUNFLOWR.USD.EDU. 
She can be reached at (605) 677-5121, or, 
**I**** 
AM VidDr is the new Vice-ChairlCbair-Elect of the 
Serials Section of ALCTS.  Her phone number at Emory 
University is (404) 727-6833. Internet: 
LdBABV@EMUVMI .CC.EMORY EDU 
* * * * * * * 
Colleen Wall was Serials Librarian at 3M in St.Pau1. 
Her new job at 3M, in Information Services, is writing 
current awareness profiles for 3M personnel located all 
over the world. The new job is a radical departure from 
Colleen's traditional serials department tasks to the 
reference world where she focuses on online searching. 
She can be reached at CWALL@MMM.COM or at (612) 
737-9953. 
* * * * * * * 
Josephine Williamson is now Head, Acquisitions 
Department at the University of Delaware. Her previous 
title at the University Library was Coordinator of Serials. 
Her phone number is (302) 831-2670; Internet address is 
IOSEpHINE.wILLIAMSON@~S.~EL.EDU. 
Congratulations to all! 
NEW NASIG MEMBERS I Theresa Baker and 
Carol MacAdam 
Welcome to the following NASIG members who have 
joined since the last issue of the Newsletter: 
Allgood. Everett 
Catalogue Librarian 
Birmingham Area Library Service 
(205) 226-3720 
Altenberger, Alicja 
Head C!ataloguerRefereweLhuian 
Harvard Universiry 
Graduate. School of Education 
Internet: ALTENFJAL@€IUGSEI.HARV~.EDU 
(617) 4954285 
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Anemaet. Jos 
Catalog Librarian 
Oregon State University 
Intemet: Ah'EMAETJ@CCMALL.ORST.EDU 
(503) 737-7387 
Bedor, Donna 
Paiodicals Librarian 
Fort Lewis College 
Intemec BEDORD@FXC.COLORADOBDU 
(303) 247-7342 
Benson, Polly 
Serials Librarian 
George Mason University 
Internet: POLLYB@FENI.GMU.EDU 
(703) 993-2204 
Blosser, John P. 
Serials Cataloger 
Northwestem University 
Intemet JBBMSSER@NWU.EDU 
(708) 491-2941 
Breithaupf John 
Dircctor General 
Allen Rcss Inc. 
Internet: ALLENPRESSAM@DELPHI.COM 
(913) 843-1235 
Bright, Alice 
Saials Librarian 
Carnegie Mellon University 
Intemex: AB03+@ANDREW.CMU.EDU 
(412) 268-7312 
Buckingham, Jean& 
Collection Coordinator 
Universie of Alberta 
Internet: JBUCKING@LIBRARY.UALBERTA.CA 
(403) 492-7932 
Burgos. Mary 
Head of Rcsourcs 
Columbia University 
Internet 
MBURGOS QLAWMAIL.LAW.COLUMBI.EDU 
(212) 854-8413 
Button, Leslie Homer 
Serials Librarian 
University of Massachusetts 
Internet: BU'ITON@LIBRARY.UMASS.EDU 
(413) 545-0738 
Case, Candice K. 
Serials Librarian 
Harrisburg Area Community College (PA) 
Internet: CASE @HSLC.ORG 
(717) 780-2463 
Chambers, Mary Beth 
Senior Librarian (Serials Cataloger) 
Nosthem Arizona Univmity 
Internet MBC@AI.UCC.NAU.EDU 
(602) 523-9605 
Clancy, Bridget Arthur 
Assistant Librarian for Technical Services 
University of Pennsylvania 
Internet: CLANCY@Al.MSCF.UPF.".EDU 
(215) 898-4445 
Cracknell. Linda 
Wilfrid Laurier University 
Intrmct: LCRACKNE@MACHl.WLU.CA 
(519) 884-1970 x3413 
DeSoignie, Ralph 
Promotions Manager 
Allen Ress Inc. 
Internet: ALLENPRESSAM@DELF'HI.COM 
(913) 843-1235 
Dobson, Vinita C. 
Catalog Librarian 
Texas Christian University 
Internet: DOBSON@LIBJS.TCLJ.EDU 
(817) 921-7691 
Drabek. Hilda L. 
Serials Supemisor 
University of Connecticut 
Internet: H B W M 8 3  @UCONNVM.UCONN.EDU 
(203) 486-2669 
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Lhpras. Rheba 
Paiodicds Librarian 
University of Alaska, Fairbanks 
Internet: FFRADl @AURORA.ALASKA.EDU 
(907) 474-6693 
Durdcn. Iris B. 
Assistant Acquisitions Librarian 
Georgia Southern University 
(9 12) 681 -5 1 14 
Dvorak, Geane 
Special Sales Manager 
Sage Publications 
Internet: GEANJ3-DVORAK@SAGEF’UB.COM 
(805) 499-0721 xl50 
Estella Kathleen 
Regional Sales Manager 
Faxon Company 
Internet: ESTELLA@FAXON.COM 
(617) 329-3350 x537 
Fletcher, Christine 
Student 
Louisiana State University 
(504) 388-3333 
Grice, n a  M. 
serials cataloger 
University of Oklahoma 
Internet: GRICEI@UOKNOR.EDU 
(405) 325-5524 
Hast,  Ruth 
Paying Team Leader 
University of New Mexico 
(505) 277-7218 
Hem, Elaine 
Associate Library Director 
Lewis and Clark College 
Internn: HERAS@LcLARK.EDU 
(503) 768-7271 
ntis, Deanna W. 
Cataloging coordinator 
Oregon State Library 
IntUnet: 
DEANNA-WJLTIS @OSLMAC.OSL.OR.GOV 
(503) 3784198 x245 
Isabelle, Elizabeth 
Serials Cataloging Assistant 
University of Chicago 
Internet: ISABELLE@MIDWAY.UC€IICAGO.EDU 
(312) 702-8769 
Jizba Richard 
Refaence Librarian 
Creighton University 
Internet: RICHJ@CUHSL.CREIGt.EDU 
(402) 280-5142 
Johason. Kay G. 
Student/Libray Parapmfessional 
Univmity of Pittsburgh 
Internet: KJOHNSON@CIS.PIlT.EDU 
(412) 648-7788 
Kobyljanec, Kathleen 
Serials Libmian 
Case Western Reserve University 
Internet: K.SKS@PO.CWRU.EDU 
(216) 368-8656 
Koziol. Scott 
saialscataloger 
State University of New York, Stony Brook 
Internet: SDKOZIOL@CCMAIL.SLJNYSB.EDU 
(516) 632-7140 
LaGrange, Johanne 
serials Librarian 
Columbia University 
Internet: JL70@CDLUMBIA.EDU 
(212) 305-1406 
Long. John 
Sales Manager. Nonh America 
Institute of Physics Publishing 
(800) 358-4677 
Long. Maureen 
s a i a l s  and Govanment Documents Technician 
Yukon College 
(403)668-8872 . 
Man, Dianne L. 
Assistant Univmity Librarian vechnical Services) 
University of the Witwatersrand 
Internet: 056PERIO@WlTSVMA.WITS.AC.ZA 
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McGIinchey, Sean H. 
Subscriptions Manager 
Current Science 
Internet: SEAh’@TPS.CURSCI.COM 
(215) 574-2221 
DiaMelton, Sonja 
Serials Librarian 
Michigan Technological University 
Internet: SLMELTON@MTU.EDU 
(906) 487-2484 
Middleton, Chcryl 
Graduate Assistant 
Lousiana State University 
Bitnet: LSMIDDQLSUVM 
(504) 388-3333 
Miller. Abby 
Library Technician III 
University of Colorado, Denver 
Internet: 
AEMILLER@CUDNVR.DENVER.COLORADO.WU 
(303) 5664514 
Nachman, Julie 
Assistant Serials Librarian 
Georgetown University 
Internet: JNACHMAN@GWAX.GEORG~OWN.EDU 
(202) 687-7503 
Pauley, Joy 
Coordinator of Technical Services 
Southan Nazarene university 
(405) 491-6350 
Peresich, Mary Giles 
Head, Technical Processing Semias 
University of South Alabama 
Internet: h@ERESIC@JAGUARl .USOUTHAL.EDU 
(205) 460-6894 
Petty, Mary E. 
serials Librarian 
Gonzaga University 
Internu: PEITY@GONZAGA.EDU 
(509) 3 2 8 4 2 0  x3853 
Porter, Sherry 
Serials Librarian 
University of North Texas Health Science Center 
Internet: SLPORTER@HSC.UNT.EDU 
(817) 735-2467 
Prapcr, George 
Head of W o g i n g  
Brooklyn Law School 
(718) 780-7978 
Richard, Trina 
cataloguer 
University of Toronto 
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ALA ALCTS Serials Section Research 
Libraries Discussion Group Meeting I Susan 
Davis 
The two speakers, Katie Clark  and Loanne 
Snaverly, both at Penn State, addressed the topic "What 
Users Really Think: How They See and Find Serials." 
Katie Clark, who is Head of the Life Sciences Library, 
gave examples of some of the problems users have 
understanding serials records in LIAS, the Penn State 
catalog, and their article databases. In many cases the 
users have no idea which region h e y  are in, and cannot 
figure out why there is no call number or holdings 
information in the record they are using in a database. 
Some users believe they can locate articles in the OPAC. 
Other problems occur when users try to interpret the 
bibliographic information. LLAS displays the entire 
bibliographic record, no brief or shortened record is 
possible. Many users believe the publication date 
information from the 362 is the library's holdings. Since 
many serial mods arc quite long, there arc many screrrns 
to page tbrough before the holdings are displayed. 
hanne SMVCIIY, Head of the Arts Library, showed some 
examples of the difficulties in handling a monographic 
aeries which may be published as issues of a periodical, 
-, for example. Penn State 
has hied to catalog each separately and provide the series 
tracing to allow users to locate the items with a series 
title search. Loanne found that other libraries treat this 
particular title differently. Title changes are also 
problematic for uxrs to figure out. Complicated linking 
enhies are difficult for anyone to follow! 
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In general there was no criticism of serials cataloging or 
serials catalogers, ju s t  a wish for a more simple, 
understandable record in the OPAC. 
LITAIALCTS Retrospect ive Conversion 
Discnssion Group: "Serials Retrospective 
Conversion" I Susan Davis 
This program was co-sponsored by the LITMALCTS 
Retrospective Discussion Group and the LITNALCTS 
Serials Automation Discussion Group. The speakers 
addressed three different topics: conversion of 
bibliographic records, subscription records and holdings 
records. 
Greg McKinney of OCLC gave a brief description of 
the Harvard Rctrospcctive Conversion Project, scheduled 
for the period Oct. 1992-Dec. 1996. To date 1.5 million 
titles have been converted, with a 67% hit rate. Harvard 
checks a random sample of reads as their quality control 
method. OCLC also performs quality control at their 
end. Authority conml is also included in thc project. 
Jndy Fagerholm described how the Palo Alto City 
Library used bar codes to transfer subscription 
information from their manual files into the Dynix 
Serials Module. Their subscription agent, EBSCO, 
provided a tape of bibliographic records fa tho% titles on 
order with them, about u3 of their 700 subscriptions. 
This tape was loaded into the Dynix database. EBSCO 
worked with the library to create bar codes that, when 
wanded, would issue commands to make the creation of 
order Iccords a quick and casy ~IUCCSS. Judy r e p m d  that 
their conversion went more. quickly than shc expected and 
saved months of work if it had been done manually. 
Susan Davis, State University of New York at 
Buffalo, talked about using the MARC Holdings Format 
in a NOTIS environment. When the library first 
implemented NOTIS, there was a free-text holdings 
record. The Libraries decided to usc ANSI 239.44 1986 
at Level 4 as their standard for inputting holdings 
information. When NOTIS converted to MARC, UB was 
in a good position for a machine conversion to MARC 
tags 866. 867 and 868. These arc he-text fields for 
bibliographic, index and supplementary material. The 
ANSI holdings standard has allowed the Libraries to 
provide clcar and consistent holdings information, at least 
as well as the name of scrials allows. 
ACRL Journal Costs in Academic Libraries 
Discussion Gronp: "After the Fall: Serials 
Management in the Post-Crisis Age" I Susan 
Davis 
(Nocc: An cxp~dcd  version of this repd in the . .  Issues. isavc 116) 
Jim Mouw, Chair of the Discussion Group, introduced 
the panel of three speakers to address this interesting 
topic. Attendance was sparse, only about 30 people. 
Nevertheless, the speakers gave three very excellent 
presentations. 
October Ivins, Head, Acquisitions und Serials 
Services, Louisiana State University: "The 
Serials Survey Project: Zero Based Collection 
Development at LSU" 
Ivins described two pilot projects that had been 
undertaken at her institution. 
First, she informed us that LSU has had a flat materials 
budget for the past ten ycars, spending about 85% for 
saials which the faculty would like to be 65%. After 
going through a number of cancellation exercises, there 
was consensus to cancel only 360,000 from their 
$2,000,000 serials budget! Seventy-five percent of the 
titles identified as potential cancellations were ranked as 
essential by at least two departments. Cancellation 
efforts simply were not effective in reducing the 
percentage of the budget spcnt on serials. 
LSU embarked upon a new strategy, that of identifying 
what is ncedcd. not evaluating what is already plrchasai. 
In 1993 a test project with the Chemiswy Dcpt. began. 
Uncover was to be used for a one-month test of 
document delivery supplying articles to faculty. Each 
faculty member was limited to 30 essential journals for 
the test. The library wanted the faculty to identify what 
was really needed on campus as opposed to what was 
Bcceptable via document delivery. 
The results of this initial test were quite interesting. Of 
the 287 unique essential titles identified in the study, 212 
were already owned by the library! Document delivery 
access was acceptable for 40% of the titles. The faculty 
had discovaad that document delivcry really could work. 
The project was extended to the Geography and 
Anthropology Dcpt.. which had identified 1800 titles as 
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essential in previous reviews. After using UnCover, the 
number of essentials decreased to less than 600, 60% 
already in the LSU collection. 
The project will be expanded into additional departments 
in the sciences in 199405. The Library expects next 
year's cancellation efforts to make significant use of the 
document delivery data. and they may actually order some 
new subscriptions! Departments in &e social sciences 
and humanities will be participating in the project during 
1995/96, after which it is expected to be an ongoing 
process. 
Jane t  Fisher,  Associate  Director  f o r  
Marketing, MIT Press: "Electronic Journals 
and the Management of Information: The 
View from One Publisher's Window" 
Fisher stated that she is still being asked to publish new 
paper journals. Not all editors are anxious to embrace 
the new technology, and there is still a lot of concern 
about licensing arrangements, the wide range of products 
available, and access to elechunic formats. 
MIT Press worked with Michael ODonnell at the 
University of Chicago on an idea for an electmnic journal 
in computer science. which resulted in the development 
They hoped to learn how the academic community would 
accept an electronic journal for tenure considerations and 
how abstracting and indexing would be handled. MIT 
Press would develop some in-house expertise with this 
new format and learn to understand the market and costs 
for such an endeavor. 
The journal is a refereed scholarly journal indexed by 
MathematicalRcviews. Once published. articles will 
remain intact, corrections will have pointers to the 
original and revised articles may be published &r going 
through pea review. Individual articles will be published 
as available. A notice of availability will be posted to 
the subscriber listserv. Annual subscription price is $30 
for individuals, $125 for institutions. Fisher explained 
that there is very strong price resistance in the individual 
market, hence the large price differential. 
The Press will make both LaTeX and PostScript forms 
available on its fileserver for several years. after which 
articles will be moved off-line. MIT Information 
Systems will store LaTeX source on magnetic tape and 
"rehsh" these. tapes every five years. The MIT Libraries' 
of the . 
Document Services will receive PostScript files of 
articles, from which they will supply paper copies of 
individual articles for non-subscribers, in a document 
delivery service. Document Services will also receive a 
Linotronic file at the end of each year, from which it will 
produce an archival fiche. The MIT Libraries will be 
archiving the journal, with backup archival sites at 
Virginia Polytechnic and the University of Chicago. 
MIT F'ress has had to modify their subscription system 
to handle orders for this electronic journal. They are, 
however, pursuing their kaditional marketing efforts. To 
date they have 12 subscribers, they expect to start 
publishing in the fall. 
Martha Whittaker, General Manager, The 
Uncover Company: "Document Delivery and 
Collection Management-Strange Bedfellows?" 
Whittaker believes that document delivery has been 
accepted as a regular alternative to ownership by libraries. 
Consider that we now see access as a part of many 
collection development policies, and "just in time" 
versus 'just in case" has moved into mainstream 
thinking. It is very easy to provide unmediated document 
ordering by patrons and that new and better technology is 
developed for document delivery. 
She also saw a role for Uncover as a service bureau for 
smaller e-publishers to mount theu e-publications on the 
UnCover computer and be accessible with Uncover's 
search engine. Many libraries are still nervous about the 
best way to subscribe to electronic journals. so this 
service burcadclearinghouse concept would be beneficial 
to libraries as well. 
There are still some concerns regarding accreditation 
issues and personnel considerations, as Fisher mentioned 
in her talk. Document delivery is a very labor-intensive 
operation, although many libraries report considerable 
amounts of money saved on subscriptions. 
Still, an effective partnership between document delivery 
vendors and collection managers will result in better 
service to library patrons. 
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PublisberIVendorILibrnry Rela t ions  
Committee Program: "Let the Sunsbine In: 
E v  a l u a t i  n g  E t h i c s  i n  
PnblisherIVendorILibrariau Relations" I 
Susan Davis 
My report focuses on selected speakers from this 
program, although I have listed all the names and titles 
of the speakers. 
Dolly Prenzel, Chief Contracting Officer, University 
of Virginia, distributed an excellent handout on her topic, 
"What a Code of Ethics Should Do For You." A Code 
of Ethics should: support the mission of the 
organization, set a staodard. generate thought and 
discussion, define our profession, be visible, he 
responsive. promote loyalty, incorporate a set of values 
distinct from law, create an atmosphere, reflect group 
values, provide behavioral focus, promote trust, help us 
separate our professional and personal interests, and 
simplify our lives. She also emphasized that a code 
must support individuality and reflect current practice. 
Managers must be committed to ethics and serve as 
examples. Prenzel was an excellent speaker, both 
knowledgeable and entataining. 
October Ivins, Head, Acquisitions and Serials 
Services, Louisiana State University, asked "Are Serial 
Ethics Different?" She responded with a qualified yes. 
Mutual trust serves as a very important underlying basis 
to most serials libraridvendor relationships. She cited a 
number of reasons for the neui for bust: lack of business 
background, large dollar amounts involved, limited 
amount of direct ordering, and the difficulty in making 
d k c t  comparisons of vendors. 
Tbe serials librarian has a responsibility to: . . -acnwtcly repment the account size and mix -accurately represent herhis role in decision 
making 
-base changes in account or transfer of account 
on factual data 
-not accept colleague's experiences at fats value 
-contact the vendor to respond if negative 
information is heard 
-ensure that prompt payment is made 
-educate selectors, administrators, etc. on fair 
andahicalpracticcs 
. -document agreements in writing . 
. . 
. . 
. -avoid spreading unsubstantiated ~mors 
Ivins advised the audience to use restraint in accepting 
vendor entertainment. One must avoid a conflict of 
interest and realize that the cost of entenainment is part 
of the vendois expenses, which contribute to the level of 
service charge. 
Joe Barker, moderator of the session, distributed 
"Principles & Standards of Acquisitions Practice," 
developed by the Acquisitions Section. B a r b a r a  
Winters, Associate University Librarian for Collection 
Services, Wright State University, spoke on the 
development of that document. 
Other speakers were: Tony Angiletti. Associate 
University Librarian for Collection Development, 
Stanford University and Rick Lugs, Manager, 
Approval Plan services. Yankee Book Peddler. 
CANADIAN LIBRARY ASSOCIATION I 
Wayne Jones 
The 49th annual conference of the Canadian Library 
Association was held in Vancouver, June 14-18. 1994, 
with the theme "Delivering Quality in Tough Times." 
During these five days of sessions and meetings there 
was occasional refereace to serials and serials work, but 
the most relevant session was the one convened by the 
CLA's Serials Interest Group. The session was called 
"Electronic Serials Don't Give You Paper Cuts" (held 
June 16) and was moderated by Wayne Jones (convener of 
the group). There were two speakas: Darlene Fichter, 
Head of the Circulation De.pt. and Coordinator of Data 
Services at the University of Saskatchewan Libraries in 
Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, and Dr. Midori Knnamwa, 
Assistant Professor in the Dept. of Management 
Information at Kaetsu Women's Junior College in 
Tokyo. 
Fichter spoke in general terms about the technology of 
remoteaccess electronic serials -- what they are, how 
they arc accessed. how they arc starting to proliferate. 
She also described the University of Saskatchewan's 
experience with electmnic serials, and gave some useful 
insights into some policies and procedures for acquiring 
and storing them. Fichter also demonstrated a couple of 
electronic serials as part of her presentation. 
KanazaWa spoke about direct-access electronic serials, 
specifically CD-ROM. The focus of her presentation was 
the use of CD-ROM by libraries in Japan. 
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There were questions for both speakers after their 
presentations. About 180 pcople attended the session. 
R E P O R T  O N  THE S O C I E T Y  F O R  
S C H O L A R L Y  PUBLISHING ANNUAL 
MEETING I John Tagler 
The 16th Annual Meeting of the SSP, held in San 
Francisco, June 9-10, attracted nearly 400 attendees 
r e p e n t i n g  the publishing, scientific, libmy and vendor 
communities. "Reshaping the Information Marketplace," 
was the theme of this year's conference. 
The program was principally devoted to concurrent 
sessions, allowing attendees to select from topics 
relevant to their fields of interest. Thus, only two 
plenary sessions were held - on the Thursday morning 
opening and the Friday afternoon closing. Both plenary 
sessions are reported below as well as accounts of 
concurrent sessions that may be of interest to NASIG 
membership. 
SSP Plenary Sessions 
The keynote address, "New Publishing Technology's 
Impact on the Publishing Industry Over the Next Ten 
Years," was delivered by Gregory R a w l i ,  Associate 
Professor of Computer Science, Indiana University, 
Bloomington. Rawlins got the proceedings off to a 
shaky stan with a presentation that was misguided and 
ill- conceived for the SSP audience. The speaker's frames 
of reference were principally in the context of trade or 
professional book publishing where large print tuns and 
low unit pricing is the norm. The scenarios he presented 
offered little of relevance to the SSP constituency. 
Rawlins posed provocative theses, suggesting that 
publisheri arc in big trouble in the coming world where 
elestmmpying is cheap, easy and untraceable. According 
to Rawlins, there will still be substantial profits to be 
made from publishing if publishers can price a book 
equal to what it would cost to elecmcopy a book. 
Rawlins sees publishers continuing to play a role in the 
added value function; this will be augmented by 
traditional promotion and distribution functions. The 
fundamental change will be a shift from single copy 
delivery to fees for accessing a publisher's list The cost 
threshold Rawlins saw as viable for electrodelivery of 
most monographs is in the $1.00 to $2.00 -figures that 
did not inspire enthusiasm among this audience. 
Rawlins overestimated the savings involved in producing 
and distributing an electronic edition in lieu of p a p ;  
similarly he underestimated the editorial, marketing and 
overhead costs in producing a scholarly publication -- be 
it a book or journal, print or electronic. At the outset, 
Rawlins confessed that he knew little about publishing 
or-economics and many of his off-thccuff calculations 
and examples seemed to confm that statement. 
Rawlins' discussion was confined to monographs when, 
in d i t y ,  it is tbe journal which is the principal mode of 
communication among researchers and which offm the 
grratest challenges to librarians and publishers c o d  
about scholarly communication in the sciences. Rawlins 
never acknowledged the role of the Library. either in the 
present or future scenarios. 
The second plenary was held at the close of the 
conference. The session presented the findings of an 
AAUlARL Task Force report. "A National Strategy for 
Managing Scientific and Technical Information." Julia 
Gelfand. Applied Sciences Librarian. University of 
California Irvine. moderated the session. 
Richard West, Executive Vice Chancellor for 
Information Systems, California State University chaired 
the task force, whose charge was to gauge the impact of 
new technology on how we communicate science. The 
report offered an assessment of the functions of the 
scholarly communication process, definition of models of 
distribution and recommendations as to assimilating new 
technology into the process. Models included: (1) 
traditional print, (2)  modernized models where new 
technology is applied to traditional print (i.e.. scanned 
page images) and (3) the emergent model where new 
forms for electronic information distribution emerge 
exclusive of refexence to old skuchnw. 
The task force report anticipates that at current ram of 
assimilation, the classical and modernized models will 
still dominate scholarly communication in 20 ycars. The 
emergent model will only represent 10% - 15% of all 
published scholarly information. Such assimilation 
seemed too slow to the task force which mmmends  the 
rcconceptualization of the research process to encourage 
the emergent model and the reenergizing of the library 
environment. 
A second speaker. Colin Day, Director of the 
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